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Regardless
of
the
reason
though, I have been told that
residents in the area along
Harris Fork Creek are much
alarmed about the huge rats
that feed along the creek banks
and then go indoors to the
horror of persons with small
children. I remember several
years ago when rata were invading the feed
houses, the
restaurants, the
homes and
business premises a local club
undertook a rat eradication
campaign that proved most effective and tended to rid the
community of • most unhealthy
and damaging menace.
The people who talked with
me about the rat infestation
said that the situation has become acute. Poison, prevention,
and other means of ridding the
area of the rats has proved
It becomes now the
futle
necessity to again stage a rat
eradication campaign so that
all the breeding and feeding
places can be obliterated in
their entirety
I don't have at my fingerexact
the
now
tips right
figures of damage caused by
rats eating costly farm feeds
and creating fire hazards in
sensitive areas. I do recall
however that the damage caused from such infestation ran
Into the thousands of dollars.
That certainly is an unnecessary loss to suffer, to say nothing of the nsthitalthy condl
created by disease-infested rodents.
Since there is some cost involved in staging a rat eradisince
campaign, and
cation
rats know no city or State
boundaries, it would appear to
us that the City Administrations of Fulton and South Fulton could band together, put
up the small necessary outlay
of cash for the poison, ask
Inca! citizens for some help in
that respect and with no apparent trouble and surely not
much cost, the rat infestation
problem can be solved.
Of course you know how I
feel about rats in any shape or
form So you well know that
my heart goes out to anybody
who goes to bed at night with
the fear that perhaps a huge
rat might jump into a child's
bed and perhaps bite them as
happened once several years
ago.
Then too there's something
disturbing to have to write about such a distasteful situation that hints of hap-hazard
garbage disposal Ahat creates
a breeding place for rats. Surely we've read about rat infestations in slum areas in the big
cities and we wonder how the
public officials permit the situation to get so out-of-hand put
in Fulton we just don't think
that our little city has such
areas that become so neglected
as to make it necessary for
residents to call the newspaper
for help.
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LINDA ARRINGTON CANDIDATES URGED1
Fulton Countians Ready For Record
IS AWARDED HIGH TO ATTEND SUPPER
FFA ACHIEVEMENT ON ELECTICti EVE TernOut Of Voters In Tuesday's Election
Capable Young
Lady Will Receive
Degree At Murray

St. Eward's
Church Plans
Barbecue Dinner

A big barbecue and ice cream
supper, with an invitation to
all the candidates to make last
minute visits with their friends
is planned by the Altar Society of St. Edward's Catholic
Church.
May 27, the day before the
election, has been set as the
date for the annual dinner
which will hi, held on the
church grounds on
Eddings
Street from five o'clock until
seven-thirty in the evening.
Mrs. John Scwerdt, president
of the society said that everything is being planned to make
the event an enjoyable evening, when housewives are asked to take the family out for
a meal planned to the family's
taste.
Home-made pies, ice cream.
deliciousbarbecue and cold
drinks are on the menu and a
Linda A nington
cordial invitation is being exMiss Linda Arrington, daugh- tended to the public to attend.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Arrington of 500 W. State Line
St. Fulton, Ky., has recently
been notified by Miss Mary Bell
Vaughan, State Advisor of the
Future Homemakers of America, that Linda has successfully
earned the State Degree in F.
H. A. work which is the highest degree of achievement that
Cemetery Grounds
can be earned in this national
Need Cleaning And
organization.

FUNDS ARE NEEDED
FOR IMPROVEMENTS
AT BOAZ CHAPEL

Linda, who has completed
her junior year at Fulton High
School, has been active in
many phases of club work. She
has worked as a leader with
Girl Scouts and this year sera; vice president of her
4if Club unit. Last year she
received the silver star-campus
award at 4H Club camp and
has received high awards for
her clothing achievements and
demonstrations this year.
Linda. accompanied by her
home economics teacher, Mrs.
Gilbert DeMeyer. will attend
the State F H. A meeting at
Murray State college June 45-6, at which time the State
degree will be conferred.

NINETEEN FINISH
AT FULGHAM HIGH
High School has
Fulgham
nineteen graduates They are
Ruby Pearl Richard, Nell Wanda Pillow. treasurer; Jacqueline
Site Whitlock. vice president;
Joyce Bugg. President; Loretta
Sue House. secretary, Elaine
Bone Cannon. reporter, RebecNorris
Charles
Mullins.
ca
Bugg, Marion Charles Elliott,
Marvel Russell Sellars. James
Lowell Grooms, Billy Welton,
Nolan, Betty
James
Prince
June Willey, Joe Lynn Bennett,
Mable Louise Wiley, Maudine
Frances Dee
Bolin, Sponsor;
Pickens, Floyd _Evans and Sanders Brockman.
Ca

to the polls Tuesday

CUB SCRAP DRIVE
YIELDS BIG HEAP
Of USEFUL METAL
Nearly 9000

Lb.,, . .

Collect Sunday In
Spite of Weather
Mrs. Robert Batts, general
chairman of the Cub Scout
Scrap drive announced today
that nearly 9,041) pounds of
scrap metal were collected in
the drive last Sunday. Mrs.
Batts said that the committee
in charge was most gratified
with the response from local
citizens, in spite of the inclement weather on Sunday.
While a nice sum was received from the actual sale of
scrap, Mrs. Batts reported that
some persons
bought articles
from the scrap heap for useful
purposes.
Althought the drive in officially ended, Mrs. Batts feels
that perhaps others may have
missed the pick-up truck and
advised that if they will call
her at 132 she will she that the
scrap metal is ODIlected.

NEWS, WFUL WILL
BRING TUESDAY
ELECTION COUNTING

As Fulton Countians prepare to go to the polls next
Tuesday, the stage is set for one of the largest turn-out
of voters on record, and yet this year's primary contests
have been some of the quietest ever witnessed.
Spring planting, the confusion in the change of primary
dates and the absence of a really "hot" contest accounts
for the seeming apathy among the voters.
This week-end however campaigning is stepping up
the tempo of interest and by Tuesday, there will be no
doubt that there will be a county election in offing.

Public Invited To Hear
Returns Broadcast Or
Visit News Office
Considerable interest is cen- clerk's race are close enough
Again next Tuesday, as has
been the custom each year with tered hereabouts in a race out- to be anybody's victory In the

primary and general elections, side of the county however,
with Farland Robbins opposing
THE NEWS and WFUL will cooperate to bring you precinct- Flavious Martin as Commonby-precinct vote tabulations in wealth's attorney
This year more than a little
Fulton Hickman and Graves
Counties just as soon as they interest is being centered in
the election for six councilmen
are counted.
A reporter from the NEWS to serve on the Fulton City
office or from WFUL will be Council. Nelson Tripp, the only
stationed a'..\Hickman, at Clin- candidate for Mayor of Fulton
ton and at Mayfield, to flash has no opposition and chances
to Fulton the -counting of each are good that he will serve
precinct as soon as it is com- with a council of six men who
pleted. The NEW'S will tabul- have joined together as the
ate Fulton County precincts on Kentucky Businessmen for Fula large board in front of the ton's Progress. These men have
building, relay the information announced that they wish to
to WFUL studios, where it will free the city of debt, work tof or Fulton,
industry
be broadcast over WFUL-FM. ward
Broadcasting will be continued bring about needed improveuntil all precincts are counted ments and put the city on
sound financial basis again.
in Fulton County.
The "ticket" for City CounAs during past local elections, a large crowd is expected cil calling themselves Kento be on hand at the News tucky Businessmen for Fulton's
office watching the incoming progress are: Smith Atkins,
returns. All are welcomed, and Orian Winstead, Charles Rice,
those who stay home to listen J. 0. Lewis, Ward Johnson and
to WFUL-FM are invited to John Earle.
General concensus is that the
call the News office at anytime during the evening for couhty Judge's race, the sherthe latest returns.
iff's race and the circuit court

Cogthodlog
A stream in California is
known as the West Fork of the
South Fork of the North Fork
of the San Joaquin River, says
Perpetual Up-Keep
the National Geographic SocResidents of the Boaz Cha- iety
pel Community are asked to
Go to the palls Tuesday
contribute to the funds now
being collected for the upkeep
of the Boaz Chapel Cemetery.
Families of the deceased buried in the cemetery are especially asked to contribute to the
fund now being raised to clean
Perhaps they have agencies
I've been told that a situaBy Kellie Lowe,
improveand make needed
you must have that do nothing except furnish tion like this used to exist in
To write„
ments on the burial grounds.
writing experience for young the song-writing business. To
William
Smith, Herbert written, but to have written,
That's it! Perhaps they write a song for publication,
Goulder and Birch MOOP are you must have wrote. An end- authors.
write, and write. you had to be a member of
members of a committee seek- less vicious circle is it not? write, and
ing funds with which to im- If you are to write, why you Then, when someone needs one of the song-writer's organiperhaps zations. Yet, to be a member
writing
experience,
prove the cemetery grounds must have been trying for
they apply, pay the fee, and of one of the song-writer's
and anyone of the members years, and finally hit upon the
winning combination. If you then through some sort of organizations, you had to have
will be glad to accept funds
is have been writing unsuccess- wizardry have a couple of years at least one tune on the hitBoar Chapel Cemetery
of writing experience transfer- parade. Naturally, to have a
located on East State Line near fully for years, why certainly
you have wrote But still, they red to their name. If there isn't tune on the hit-parade, the
the One and All Club.
tell me that you really don't an agency that does this, there
(Continued on Page Eight)
get down to writing until you -ought to be!
Lodgeston Club
have already written. My brain
is whirling!
Plans A Picnic
When I first set out on the
The regular meeting of the road to author-hood, my head
4H Club met at Lodgeston was filled with noble thought.
Community house
Wednesday I abounded with Aatruism. I
night, May 15th with 15 mem- thought to myself, I thought,
"Self, if you learn to write, it
bers and five adults present.
Each boy gave a report on will enable you to leave •
his project and everyone seems priceless hertiage to posterity."
to be trying to de better work So, E promptly grabbed the
next issue of one of those writthis year.
The County Agent told us er's magazines from the local
that it is very important to newsstand, and started boneing
keep all our record books up up!
Well, after many hours spent
to date. He also announced that
deciphering the peculiar
4H Camp will be in June and in
terms and jargon of the literurged all of us to go.
We are planning another pic- ary trade, digesting the pearls
offered to young
nic in July. So everyone be of wisdom
looking and listening for the writers, and puzzling over the
date. I'm sure we will all en- problem. I have come to one
joy it very much.
conclusion. It is IMPOSSIBLE
to write! Yes, it's impossible,
it's got to be! How can a perPRIZE BREAM: Thomas Maddox, Jr. (right) proudly
son begin writing if the first
rczord two-pound bream to NEWS photographer,
requirement is to have years exhibits.
behind which he caught last Wednesday in a pond around Fulof writing experience
you. Yet, to acquire those years ton. Sister Ann, Ray, while bringing home no evidence,
of writing experience, you must was reported by her father to have hung one so big that
done on the Patio Method" write It's all very confusing. It broke the pole, honest! Mr. and Mrs. Tom Maddox,
with small groups of Scouts
the parents, merely went along for the ride, the 'children
and Explorers moving from
stated.
to
station
station under their
own boy leader.

So MO'Want To Be A Writer?

SCOUTS, LEADERS WILL HAVE BIG
CAMPORALL AT LAKE THIS WEEKEND

Hundreds of Scouts, Explorers, and their Leaders are makfor the weekI am sure that the City ing preparations
and 28. At
Councils of both Fulton and end of May 24. 25,
Four Rivers Boy
the
time
that
interestmost
are
Fulton
South
Council will hold a
ed In ke-eeing our cities in a Scout
at the Boy Scout
state of exfreme sanitation that "Camporall"
on Kentucky Lake
makes rat -eradication programs Reservation
The term
unnecessary; This little column near Jonathan Creek.
"Camporall" means that it v‘ill
any
cast
to
intended
not
is
camping experaspersions on any public neg- be a week-end
Scout Troops
Boy
all
for
ience
such
bring
to
lect, but merely
Explorer Units of the
a situation to public attention. and
The Council Area inMoreover the Fulton News and Council.
the nine Western KenRadio Station WFUL are ready cludes Counties of the Purchase
now to join any civic group tucky
Area and Obion County, Tenin Fulton in staging- a camScout officials estimate
nessee.
areas
some
rid
paign to help
units and five hunforty
over
individual
of rats. And if the
participate.
will
boys
dred
collective
cities should make a
The big event of the Cameffort to finance and promote
will be a "Klondike Derthe campaign, both this news- porall
which will be a competiby"
are
station
radio
the
paper and
event where Scouts and
more than eager to enlist the tive
will pass-. through
Explorers
in
citizens
cooperation of all
At each stastations.
several
The two communities to make
they will be confronted
Fulton and South Fulton a tion
with various problems relating
healthier place in which to live.
to. Compass work, fire build
firma aid, and rope work. Al)
activities in this event will be
Go to the
Ta984847
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Note Book

Folks have started calling me
again about the rat infestation
in the residential areas of Fulton. I
often
wonder
why
people call me about their rat
problems... —maybe
its
my
mousy
disposition...! ! Fm
glad they do however, because
It means perhaps they realize
that bringing difficult problems
to the attention of the public
will get some public action.

E

;fit., -gm lir

-Jottings front

Other features of the Camporall will be a fun period and
organized swimming Saturday
evening
Saturday
afternoon.
will close dramatically with a
hugh campfire program featuring, singing, stunts, and fun of
all sorts.
Ribbon Awards will be given
to every unit participating and
all boys attending will be awarded the new Council Patch
and a special Camporall segment.
J. E. Holt, Council Commissioner in charge of the Camporall announced that visitors
and parents will be welcome at
any time during the week-end
program. Excellent picnic facilities are now available at the
Scout Reservation which will
be in full use this year as the
Summer camping program for
the Council gets underway.

SOYBEAN PEST IS
IN FULTON COUNTY WIDOWS OF VETERANS SHOULD
APPLY NOW FOR MORE PAYMENTS

D. M. Petty, district supervior, Plant Pest Control division, U. S. Department of Agriculture, said today that he has
just received information from
Washington that the soybean
cyst nematode has been found
on a farm in Fulton county,
Ky.
The information comes only
days after the nematodes were
found on a farm in the Lanein
community
Cbrner
Cat
Obion county.
With the addition of Kentucky, it makes five states infected with the nematode since
It was located in North Carolina in 1954. The states known
to be infected with the soybean
cyst nematode are Tennessee,
Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas
and North Carolina.

In Kentucky, approximately
2,000 widows of veterans who
died of service-connected causes
before January 1, 1957, may
lose money unless they apply
for the higher death cornpensation payments by July 1, 1957.
Many widows have already
applied for the higher payments, said Ray A. Adams,
Manager of the VA Regional
Office in Louisville.
Those who have not applied
as yet have until July lit to
file an application if they wish
to receive the higher payments
retroactive to January lit under the Survivor Benefits Act
which became effective that

• • C •
Miss Doris Owens, a sister
of Al T. Owen who is making a state-wide race for
Clerk of the Court of Appeals is expected to carry
Fulton County by a large
majority. Miss Owens, a competent State official is also
expected be carry the First
District by a similar large
lasiert37.
• •

• •

other races the trend is definitely toward one candidate or
another.
The complete line-up of candidates that will appear on the
Fulton County ballot is as follows:
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Ruth Johnson, John B. Stayton.
COUNTY TUDGIC
John C. Bondurant, Homer
Roberts. D. L. McNeill.
COUNTY ATTORNEY
H. Amberg, Jerry
James
Jones.
COUNTY COURT CLERK
Kathryn Kelly I.a.noom, Patsy
Harrison Gann.
SHERIFF
Ancil A. Royer. L D. Alexander, M. E. (Red) Garrison, J.
T. Davie. JAILER
Luther F. Adams, Marvin F
Lowry, Earl Tibbs.
TAX COMMISSMNER
Bessie Cloar Rose, 'Harry D.
White, Elmer Murchison.
magistrate
Candidates f o r
are:
Dietriet 1
Charlie D. Stephenson, James
A. Willingham, Kellie R. Lowe
Sr.
District I
A. L Cox, Marion 0. Champion, Clyde Corum, W. G. (Bill)
Maya.
District 3
Henry Clay Poyner, Bert
Yarbro Jr.
District 4
Joe E. Terrett, Leslie L.
Davis, Jeff M. Darnall.
Candidates for constable are:
District 1
H. W. Walker, Joe L_ Fuller.
District 2
John H. Lattus, Ed Sansom.

LIME, PONY
LEAGUES ARE
0111ANIZED HERE
Schedule Mapped;
Play Is Scheduled
Throughout Summer
Fulton's Little League and
Pony League were organized
Tuesday night at Fulton High
School with the selection of
players by managers.
President K. M. Winston,
Vice-President W. L. Holland,
Secretary-Treasurer M. FL Jeftress and Business Manager
James Warren, together with
the managers, worked out most
of the details.
Monday night, May 27, all
players and managers are requested to meet at the little
league park at 7 p. m., so that
the managers may meet the
boys and work out practice
schedules with the new reCoach
director,
creational
Charlie Thomas. In case of
rain, this meeting will be Tuesday. Then, if Tuesday is a
rainy night, Wednesday will be
the date.
The eight teams in both
leagues consist of the following: Fulton Pure Milk Braves,
The Giants, The Redlegs, the
Dodgers, The ICRR Service
Club White Sox, The Tigers,
The Coca-Cola Cardinals and
the Pepsi-Cola Yankees.

date.
Most of the widows who apply after July 1st will find
that the higher payment will
become effective as of the day
their applications are received,
Adams said.
Those who apply for the new
benefits but who would receive
more under old laws will be
wrong
the
advised
against
choice of payment.
Widows who do not apply
for the new benefit will continue to receive death compenTotal cost of all accidents in
sation at the same rate as in
the past even though they may the U. S. in 1966 would build
be eligible for increased pay- a new merchant fleet with 200
ships the size 'of the Queen
ments.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Plight Of Postal Service
The news media have given much
attention to the financial plight of the
Post Office Department, as detailed
to a House Committee by the Postmaster General. He testified that a
large additional appropriation —
some $47 million — was needed to
carry the Department through the
current fiscal year if serious reduction
of services was to be avoided.
The ultimate result is likely to be
higher postal rates in certain classifications. One possibility, for instance,
is the raising of first-class letter postage from 3 to 4 cents, and there are
others. Post office receipts apparently, aren't up to post office costs, and
so heavy deficits follow.
There is one important category of
mail which should not be overlooked

when rate-revision time comes. That
is fourth-class, or parcel post. Parcel
post, started in 1913, was supposed to
be self-supporting, and it was also
supposed to be supplement, not supplant, private parcel carriers. Yet, as
the Hoover Commission and other
authoritative bodies have demonstrated, parcel post has run at sizable and
direct and indirect deficits during most
of its career.
The principle at stake is simple —
those who use parcel post should pay
all the costs, just as they do with any
commercial service. If rates were adjusted to bring that about, the post
office would be in a better financial
position.
—Clarksdale (Miss.) Press-Register.

adapter handle and now Ft.
Ord KPs stand on their hind
legs as they massage the floors.
Company headquarters, accepting the invention as a Christmas present, have suggested
that inventor Hardison now
haying cured scrub-itis, get to
work on cuting another GI
malady known as numb-rump,
caused by a canteen constantly
bouncing against the back -side.
Hardison is reportedly working on a shock-absorber, although it will probably be issued too late to do Hatfield, Gossum and myself any good at
Ft. Meade, come August.
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Now speaking of clippings. .
did you see the nice story that
Fulton's Nancy Adams had in
last Sunday's (May 19) Chicago Tribune' A whole halfcolumn, complete with picture,
complimenting the job on the
Godfrey show. Circulation over
two million!

Memorial Day Drivers Receive Safety Tips
Thousands of motorists, eagerly awaiting Memorial Day and the first
of the major summer holidays, may
be a little over-anxious to hit the open
road, warns Jeanne Smith, well-known
Safety Consultant.
To avoid, possible tragedy, when
highways are crowded and tempers
sometimes short, extra caution and
care are urged. Here is a list of safe
driving tips for Memorial Day motorists.
1. Keep a safe distance behind the
car ahead — at least one car length
for each ten miles of speed.
2. Stay in your lane on hills, curves
and in "no passing zone".
3. Don't pass at intersections and
never attempt to pass more than one
car at a time.
4. If you drink, don't drive.
5. Slow down when driving at night,
and dim your lights to oncoming traffic.
6. Never drive a car if you are
sleepy, fatigued or emotionally upset.
7. Never cross a solid double line
to pass another car. It might be the
last move you ever make.
8. Always get out of your vehicle by

the curb-side door.
9. Slowpoke driving can be dangerous. Keep up with the normal flow of
traffic.
10. Driving safety is a full time job.
Don't sacrifice ,Y4ui life for a day
dream.
From long driving experience which
includes piloting a car in every state
in the Union at least twice and eight
crossings of the continent without a relief driver, another expert feels tnat it
is necessary for drivers to consciously
work at staying alert. Some of his expedients for fending off "highway
hypnosis" and drowsiness include such
trick as:
Chewing a big wad of gum (a
whole pack at a time).
Singing loudly (the worse voice, the
better result).
Kicking off your right shoe to let
the gas pedal vibration stimulate you.
Sitting on something hard for a
while like a thick magazine.
Keepng your eyes roving instead of
looking straight ahead mile after mile.
Looking in the rear view mirror
every few seconds.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Religion on the Campus

•
-

By Helene Magaret, Professor and
Author.
IN 1932 I graduated from a private
college for women affiliated with New
York university. As an Undergraduate
there I had never heard Christianity
defended; and my classmates and I
considered as old fogies those few faculty members who were still "bellyers.". Although religion courses were
offered we knew no one taking them.
In those days it was fashionable for
youth to affect skepticism.
Now, twenty-five years later, the
members of my own generation have
grown wise enough to view with optimism the unexpected changes that
have taken place in colleges and universities throughout the country. Protestant, Jewish and Catholic chaplains
are teaching on campuses that would
has
once have spurnen them. Religion
told.
are
we
back,
come
RECENTLY my own Llma mater has
ing
conducted a student survey regard
suphas
and
"
campus
the
on
on
"religi
plemented it with comments from faappeared
culty members. The results alumnae
the
of
issue
19,56
in the May
n
magazine. At present 38 religio
s,
student
the
to
offered
courses are
class at
and 55 per cent of the seniortaken
at
had
survey
the
the time of
of
percent
82
least one. Although
claimed
survey
the
in
d
include
those
"very"
they were either "fairly" or
replies to
interested in religion, theirdisconc
ertthe-Zollowing questions are
ing:
religHOW OFTEN do you aftend
ed
answer
percent
43
ious services'
"occasionally"; and 21 percent said
"never."
main
IS YOUR religious faith your
impetus towards ethical behavior? 65
percent answered "no."
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IS RELIGION an important part of
your everyday life, 47 percent answered "not very."
Furthermore, 41 percent of the
students indicated they were less likely to accept the teachings of their own
church because of experiences at college.
Faculty members commenting on
the above findings suggested that
students interest in religion was due
(1) to the failure of science and economics and (2) to a desire for physical
and mental health. Not one referred
to the possibility of life after death,
the recognition of sin, or the existence
of objective truth.
AS A GRADUATE of the above
college. I cannot but regret that conditions on campus have improved so
little. My own generation was scornful
of religious faith, but the above statistics indicate that the present generation is indifferent to it.
This indifference seems particularly
ominous at a time when world issues
are so clearly drawn between the freedom of Christianity and the slavery of
atheistic Communism.
THINKERS
A small group of wise thinkers is
better than a wilderness of dullards
and stronger than the might of em—Mary Baker Eddy
pires.
Great men are they who see that
spiritual is stronger than any material
force — that thoughts rule the world.
—Emerson
There is no expedient to which a
man will not resort to avoid the real
labor of thinking.
—Sir Joshua Reynolds
Youth thinks intelligence a good
substitute for experience, and his elders think experience a substitute for
intelligence.
—Lyman Bryson
Any man more right than his neighbors constitutes a majority of one al—Thoreau
ready.
The men of action are, after all,
only the unconscious instruments of
the men of thought.
—Heine

..And now, in behalf of the Teachers Welfare Fundi
.
we're going to have a litde auction!"

FRO.N THE FILES:—
TURNING

BACK THE CLOCK

July 15, 1937
Mrs. Ira Brown and Mrs
Clyde Dotson of Winona, Miss,
visited Mr. and Mrs Joe White
in Union City, Tenn
Misses Clevia and Frances
Bard assisted by Mrs. Layman
Bard entertained Monday, with
an afternoon party and personal shower in honor of the approaching marriage of Miss
Louise Wolberton.
In the game of shopping.
Miss Swann Herring received
high score and Mrs. A. H. Inman low score prize. Little
Jackie Bard, carrying a pink
umbrella, announced a shower.
and Master J. C. Satterfield
presented the honoree with a
basket of lovely gifts
The guests were led into the
dining room beautifully decorated with pink and white, by
Mrs. Harold Parham and Bernice Parham representing the
future bride and groom, to the
Mendelsof
accompaniment
sohn's Wedding March, played
by Miss Ruth Hampton.
Delicious ice course was served to the followire: Misses
Louise Wolberton, Aura Harrison of Oxford, Miss, Ruth
Hampton, Swann Herring. BerBard,
Parham, Jackie
nice
Clevia Bard, and Frances Bard.
Masters J. E. Satterfield and
Sydney Bard. Mesdames 0. C.
Wolberton, J. R. Satterfield, A.
H. Inman. Vada Bard. Laymon
Bard, Herbert Howell. Harold
Parham, John W. Bard and
Cleveland Bard.

town. Only one visitor, Mrs.
Donald Stokes. was present
with the club members.
Games and contests were enjoyed throughout the afternoon
and prizes were won by Mesdames Louis Bard, W. R. Holloway, J. E. Bard, and Stokes.
After an afternoon of informand sewing
al entertainment
the hostess served delicious refreshments.
Mrs. Carl Puckett will entertain this club at its next meeting at her home on Seccnd
Street.

Just how good it is to have
brains is illustrated by the following anonymous contribution
which is going the rounds of
the press:
Irving Berlin takes a worthless piece of paper, and writes
a song hit. He sells the copy
for S50,000. That's genius.
John D. Rolsefeller would
sign his name' tu a piece of
paper and matte it worth half
a million. That's capital A man
can buy $5 worth of steel and
make $1,000 worth of watch
springs out of it. That's skill.
A cop can take a worthless
piece of paper and write your
and maybe
number on it
you out ten bucks. That's your
hard luck as a motorist.

Windage 4))
it

117 P. W.

A justifiable squawk heard
downtown Monday: Why don't
these big side-show trailers
park around the corner on ColBaldlins Street (Between
ridge's and the Dotty Shop)
instead of smack in the front
of Fulton Bank when they
come to town? They take up
three parking spaces, make
parking harder, create a pedestrian hazard and block the
view of Lake Street for motorCollins
from
emerging
ists
Street.
How about that, Police Department? Why not make 'em
park on Collins but let 'em get
next to the corner?
Looks like some major building is getting underway around
Fulton at this time: King Motor
Company is getting a building
over on their car lot; Meshack
Jones has started grading down
on the Martin highway for his
"shopping center"; Arnold Construction Company is well along with a sizeable lumberyard smack in the middle of
what used to be a Highlands
residential district, while down

If you might be planning to
go to St Louis this summer
to see some of the wonderful
Muny Osiera at Forest Park,
here is the summer schedule
for you to clip and save:
Municipal Opera Program
Nightly at 8:30 pm
.. South Pacific
June 8-18
June 17-23 .. Plain and Fancy
Damn Yankees
June 24-30
Blossom Time
July 1-7
.. Guys and Dolls
July 8-14
Irene
July 15-21
Naughty Marietta
July 22 28
July29-August 4 . . . Can Can
August 5-11 ... Great Music
August 12-18 . Wizard of Oz
Aug 19-Sept. I. Pajama Game
the
third consecutive
Fur
year, Delta Tau Delta at UK
held their spring formal dance
Falls
State
Cumberland
at
Park near Corbin, with over
100 couple attending 1 don't
know how they managed it;
at Missouri the Dells couldn't
get a half-block away from the
house over to the golf course.
Neither could any of the other
houses. Ask Bailey Binford about it when he gets home: he
wuz there. Spring ....Cumbersoft music . .! !
land Falls

kft

tt

the road a block Pepsi-Cola is
about ready to get to work on
what they promise will be an
Further
plant.
eye-appealing
up the hiRhway pt SuperDuper Pipeline, Bill Grooms
has just opened a new restaurant, which, we understand,
has overnight bunking facilities
truckers.
long-haul
for the
Hillview Hospital, on around
by the City Park, is also hard
at work on grading and footings this week.
We are indebted to Mrs. May
Hardison of Crutchfield for a
clipping from the Monterey
(Calif) PENINSUAL HERALD
of recent date, containing a
page-one picture and long story
about Army Sp-2 James G.
Hardison, a Ft. Ord cook, who
has earned the undying thanks
of post personnel by inventing
a "G-I" scrub brush complete
with extension handle, M-1.
Story goes on to say that Hardison, after watching the KPs
crawling around on the kitchen
floor moaning from scrub-itis,
took pity, went over to the
post crafts -griop, fashioned an

Save Money

0 •

•

It.

MART
FLOO'

• WId• ck
colors I
• So easy
• nii•ps it
kinds of
g•d wire
repealed
• Saves y
COVIDIFS

FUR
CHURC

Mr Albert and Henry Homra
of Hayti, Missouri spent last
weekend in Fulton, the house
guests of Mr. and Mrs. K.
Homra ancW family at their
home on Norman Street

Mrs. R. V Putman left Sunday for Dallas where she will
attend the Centennial.
The Fulton Eagles scored 11
hits off two Lexington pitchers
and won 9 to 4 over the Giants
here Sunday afternoon. Ralph
Williams of the Lexington club
led in hitting doubles. Home
runs were hit by Cooper and
Weiss of Fulton. Pierson on the
mound for Fulton gave up ten
safeties.
Eagles overcome a
Fulton
rally staged by the Union City
Greyhounds Monday night, and
managed to win a close game,
7 to 8. Yent and Wenning gave
splendid performances on the
mound for Fulton, and many
Fulton fans were on the side
lines boosting the home team
Fulton took a close game
Owensboro here Tuesday
from
Johnson
Ward
Mrs.
and
Mr.
n after the visitors had
afternoo
St.
for
y
Saturda
left Fulton
game in the eighth,
the
tied
they
where
Petersburg, Florida
score coming the
are spending their vacation. the winning
nineth, 4 to 3. Joiner did the
They will also visit the many
hurling for Fulton, while Vahilother interesting points of Florwas on the mound for
la
Fulton
to
return
will
ida and
registered
ro. Fulton
Owensbo
Saturday.
the winning run in the ninth
as Porter drew base on balls.
Mrs. Harry M. Latta delightsacrificed to second by
was
fully entestained the Sew and
Clonts, and Joiner singled to
So Club of Fulton Thursday
afternoon at her home south of score Porter.

Kentucky

But—when a man drives a.
round and is looking for an
apartment, finds just what he
wants — and when the manager asks. "Have you any children" puts on a long face and
answers, "Yes, but they are in
the cemetery". Pays six months
rent in advance, gets a receipt,
then goes to the cemetery, gets
his children, and brings them
to the apartment — th a t's
brains
- Dawson Spring Progress

TO THE VOTERS OF FULTON COUNTY
I have, as far as I knew, visited every house in Fulton
county during the last three months. I have talked to many
people and have heard msny requests for various county
projects. As to promises. I don't believe a candidate should
promise to help a few certain individuals at the expense
of the vast majority of voters. Promises easily made are
easily broken A A candidate cannot know beforehand what
County Officials he will be woramg with or just what he
will be able to accomplish once elected. But I will make
this one specific promise. As your County Judge, I will
undertake every project that is feasible, financially possible,
and airrosi at the common good of Fulton County. I will
welcome any and all suggestions in this regard.
I believe that a lawyer with eight years of experience
as a working Mayor of a Fourth Class ('ity has gained
ample experience to qualify him -elf for the many duties of
the County Judge. The Office of County Judge is a fulltime job that requires a young, energetic. and capable
Official. If handled well, a little bit of money will im
long way. otherwise ill the money in the world wouldn't
make possible an economical, efficient. and progressive
County Administration.
I have seen many empty, houses in the County, and am
much concerned over our population loss to industrial centers, and the loss of young people upon graduation. Once
elected. I will use the influence of my Office and work
hand-in-hand with organizations of this County on all
industrial and agricultural improvement projects to provide
more work fo; all our people and to keep them in this
County.
I intend to uphold the dignity that should be a part of
the Judge's Office, and have every case tried on it's own
merits; in a Court Room: hearing both sides fairly and impartially before coming to any decision.
I have been very activu during the last ten years as a
member and director of the Hickman Chamber of Commerce in working toward getting new industry, and believe
that I have gained considerable experience in this regard.
I am thirty-nine years of age. will be forty July 17; I
am married and have three daughters. I am a member of
the Baptist Church, American Legion, Masonic Lodge, Farm
Bureau, Hickman Boat and Gun Club, Fulton County
Sportsman Club, Civitan Club, Director in the Chamber
of Commerce, member of the State Bar Association (legal).
the Fulton County Bar Association (regal), and the Fulton
County Young Democrats' Club.
I will appreciate your conaiderating all of the above
points When you select your candidate for Fulton County
.1ru4te next Tuesday, and I hope that you will see fit to
elect me to the office.
Sincerely Yours,

JOHN C. BONDURANT
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MRS. ANN WHITNEL IS ELECTED PRESIDENT REU SEEKS TO
IMPROVE RURAL
RI)acyad.Be.24 Of MUSIC DEPARTMENT AT MEETING.
WATER SYSTEMS

,
Wheat -Disposal'
Deadline Nears

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 23, 1957

raisins tween 1935 and 1955: turkey
Bleached
raisins.
ed
The deadline for disposing of have been changed from a dark sales rose from mess man 2
"Excess" wheat acreage is June grown color to a yellow or pounds to 5 pounds per person
10, Roy Bard, Chairman of the amber color.
during the same period.
'rhe Murie department of th( flowers, trees, etc. to good
Fulton County Agricultural
Club held its May music and quoted from Thomas
•Woi 4ir's
Stabilization and Conservation
-fleeting Tuesday evening at the Carlisle, who felt that the
Music is well said to be the
of chicken meat in"One Of Most Important Committee, reminded farmers Sales from
(10) building with a pot-luck beauties of nature and music
of angles.
speech
21
to
pounds
13
creased
today.
Serving as hostesses were infinitely close to God.
Projects Ever Undersimper
—Thomas Carlyle
pounds per person annually bereMrs.
well-chosen
DeMyer's
Burrow,
time
not
too
much
Mac
"There's
Mesdames
were
taken", Everett Says
by
a
most
were
marks
followed
Walker
the
ChairGlenn
the
before
deadline,"
Nelson Tripp
A program designed to imar.1 Rodney Miller. A most de- enjoyable program which was prove the sanitary conditions man declared, "and farmers
as
was
follows:
presented
understand that they
licious arid varied meal
of rural water systems in the should
Piano Duet — "Country Gar- area served by the Hickman- will not be eligible to receive
,erved buffet style to the memeers and two guests, Miss Joan den" -- Granger, Mrs. H. L. Fulton Counties RECC is under price support or Soil Bank
Bushart and Mrs Maxwell Mc- way, according to an announce- Acreage Reserve payments on
Carter and Marda Sundwick.
Mrs. Dade.
Following the dinner,
ment made today • by Harold their wheat crop if any "exVocal — "Trees" — Kilmer, Everett, Manager of the co- cess" acreage is not disposed
Hugh Pilule, chairman conductof within the permitted time."
0(1 the business session, during Miss Joan Carter, Acc by Mrs. operative.
complimented the Janes Carter.
Under the price-support protehich she
got
The program officially
club on its year's success. She
Piano Duet — "Spring Song" under way with the mailing gram, farmers must be in commade particular mention of the — Mendelssohn,
Mary out of water system survey pliance with their farm's "acreMiss
attended Swann Bushart and Mrs. Thal cards this. week. These cards age permitted for harvest" —
members 'who had
being Fagan.
meeting, those
t l• rv
are designed to give an in- which is the amount of the
less
Mesames Carroll Johnson,
Laboratory tests haw shown that
sight into the area's water sy- wheat acreage allotment
Mrs.
Mac
—
Events
Current
Ruth
Eddie
Claxton,
Inez
stems and expose their weak- the wheat land designated for
Roman BISMA-REX
Burrow.
SundStrayhrirn, Margarette
so they may be correct- the Acreage Reserve.
k 3 times more effective than
Chorus — ..,(a) "Now is the nesses
wick, Hendon Wright, Doris
were sent to all
consumer receiving a
Notices
Each
ed.
*nes of the leading brands
—
of
Manney
Maying"
Month
Mrs.
Whitnel.
Wiley and Win
wheat
excess
with
card was asked to supply in- growers
most often token:
Edward (b) "Would God I Were a
Mrs.
and
Claxton
formation that will be studied acreage in order that they
Irish.
—
Blossom"
Apple
Tender
Benedict, Sr. were each given
the health de- might have an opportunity to
1. GREATER RELIEF —
Whitnel, by the co-op and
Mead a me s Win
I rose for their efforts of atinto com•
acreage
their
neutralizes 3 times more
bring
partment.
Margarette
Gregory,
tendance since they are from Charles
stomach acid than ony other
These cards will also be used pliance with provisions of the
Sundwick, Lonnie Roper, H. 13.
Clinton.
brand tested.
Houston, Walter Voelpel, Ruth in a drawing for two Ys-hp programs.
With marketing quotas in efNew officers who will serve Strayhorn, Bertes Pigue, Nel- electric water pumps. All cards
are:
year
coming
the 1957 wheat crop,
2. PROLONGED RELIEF —
the
for
son Tripp, Glenn Walker, and returned to the co-op will be fect for
action continues for houn
Mr. Bard said that farmers
Chairman, Mrs. Ann Whitnel;
The
drawing.
the
in
included
DeMyer.
Miss Andy
longer than the
Vice rha ir ma n, Mrs. Hugn
drawing will be held June 1, who exceed their wheat allot
next-best brand tested.
Pigue: Secretary, Mrs. Win
at 2 p. m., in the Headquarters ments and who do not dispose
Whitnel; Treasurer, Mrs. Leroy Crutchfield VITMTJ
Building in Hickman. To be of the excess acreage before
Beard; Corresponding Secretary,
eligible for the drawing, all the deadline will also be subJoe Graves; Publicity, Enjoys Birthday
Mrs
Be sure you lakis the right remedy
cards must be filled out and ject to marketingy quota penalbefore ties on their excess wheat. The
co-op
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Music Librthe
to
returned
acid-indigestion — take 1115AtAeRn.
for
Meeting
Party And
arian,. Miss Mary Swann Busmidnight, May 31. Winners do penalty is 45 percent of the
antacid for Inn relief.
true
Spono
Club
May 1 parity price for wheat.
hart; turnor Music
The Nell Hardy WMU of the not have to be present at the
sor, Mrs. James Carter, and Crutchfield Baptist Church met drawing to win.
DRUG STORES
SOLD ONLY AT
Beethoven Club Sponsor, Mrs.
honeysuckle
Japanese
Kill
spokesman for the Health
May 2, 1957 for regular meetA
H. L. Bushart.
foresters
• Wid• choice of deceratee
ing.
Department said that his de- before planting trees,
colors I
will
plant
foreign
The
say.
After the business discussion,
enthusiastic
very
is
The president presided over a partment
• So easy to apply!
smother trees if it once takes
Mrs. Pigue introduced the new brief business session. Roll was about the program.
• 11••ps Its gloss through all
plant
chairman, Mrs WhItnel, who
"This is just one of many firm hold of a growing
called by the secretary.
kinds of punishment ... rug.
expressed her appreciation for
underway
now
programs
such
Cis"Broken
program
The
g•d wirer, rough wriath•r.
About 90 percent of our raishaving been elected to the of- tern" was presented by Miss all over the Tennessee Valley,"
repeated washings I
ins come from Thompson seed
of chairman and pledged
fice
standpoint,
our
"From
said.
he
Macon
"THE REXALL STORE"
Narie Moore, and Mrs.
• Saves you money because It
less grapes, and are sold as
toward continued
her efforts
program were this is a very important procoyote quickly, easily1
on
Those
Shelton.
Phones 95, 795
Street
Lake
seedless, bleached or unbleachsuccess. The club gave a rising Mrs. Lewis Patrick, Miss Narie ject."
vote of thanks to the retiring Moore, Mrs. Harry Pittman.
the
"A large percentage of
chairman and other officers.
Mrs. J. R Lell, Mrs. J. C. rural water systems all over
Mrs S M. pcMyer, leader Jackson, Miss Narie Moore and the area are contaminated," the
spokesman
for the evening, presented each Miss Winnie Veatch. Prayer by health department
guest with a cleverly designed Mrs. John McClanahan.
continued. "Any program which
program entitled "Music and
This was the fifth birthday will* make our rural people aGardens". She com- and they had as their guest the ware of the need for a safe
Spring
CHURCH ST. FULTON mented on the relationship of WMU of the Methodist Church. water supply is a good one."
"This is one of the most imDuring the social hour the
hostess Miss Narie Moore and portant projects that we have
served ever participated i,n," Everett
Shelton
Mrs. Macon
punch and cake to 13 members said. "We can lick the Problem
with the cooperation of the
and 18 visitors.
people. I urge everyone to fill
Pork should be cooked slosely out and return his card to the
and long for best flavor and to co-op," Everett concluded.
kill parasites present in pork,
woTwenty-four men and
say UK Extension food specialists. It should be brown and men from nine foreign councrusty on the outside and with- tries spent about three months
at the University of Kentucky
out pinkiness on the inside.
the past year to observe agriListen to WFUL for latest news cultural Extension methods.
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AS A TEAD11491 ALLOWANCE
TUBELESS

I wish most sincerely to thank each and every one
of you for the courteous treatment and generous offer of assisting me in my race for re-election to the
office of Commonwealth's Attorney.

FLAVIOUS B. MARTIN
Commonwealth's Attorney

r_

SAFETYLINER jsize
2245

It was stated in my announcement that I am making the race for re-election on the record that I have
made. I wish to announce now that no one has questioned that record, or questioned my private life, my
religious affiliation, nor the efficient and sincere
service that has been rendered by me to the people
of this Distriit.
Since it has not been denied, it stands admitted:
(1) That I have made a good and efficient officer.
(2) That I have been zealous in the performance
of my duty.
(3) That I have been mindful of the fact that all
men charged are human beings.
(4) No valid reason has been offered why I should
not be re-elected.
Please accept my most sincere thanks and appreciation for all the things that you may have said or
done in my behalf, and I personally wish for each
of you a happy and prosperous life.

* Lightweight, lout shordy

* Push-button spigot

Line Tiros 25% offr
CLEARANCE of 1956 First
ON YOUR RITREADABLE TIRES

TO THE CITIZENS CI FULTON COUNTY:

Most sincerely yours,

NT

gallon 'opacity

71.1,1111 TAX AND
XIBMADAXLII Tile

TUBE TYPE
SILVERTOWN-

1795

OWISNA11111 TIN

TO THE VOTERS OF FULTON COUNTY
In the closing of this campaign I would like
to thank all of you for your personal support
and interest in this election.
Without any doubt in my mind, I feel you
will give my qualifications and _experience
your earnest consideration before your vote
is cast May 28th, next Tuesday.
Sincerely hoping to serve you in the future—

DEE L. MCNEIL

TAX

List Price

Clearance
22.45

670-15

30.05

71045

33.05

24.73

7611-15

36.15

37.05

61111-16

34.3.5

17.95

70-15

26.55

17.85

710-1.5

29.55

112.30

Plus Tax, recappable
•

tire

Charlie Scales Stores
MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL
PHONE 404

FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

B.F.Goodrich Tires

GUTTERING

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

CLASSIFIED ADS

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you watt. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
TRADE • NOW
HOME FURNISHINGS: Living
room suites at real bargains;
H&M
9x12 Gold Seal rugs $9.95;
nice coffee table $6.50; new
bunk bed complete -with matTELEVISION
tress $119.95; good 9x12 wool
rug $13.50 at Wade's Used 400 Main Street
Fulton
Furniture Store. Trade with
Wade and Save:— Phone 478.

BE INDEPENDENT

LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnmowers, all sizes, $64.50 and Own NEW CIGARETTE MACup. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th HINES. BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
St. Fulton.
Write for prices pn our New
Nine, or Twelve column
Six,
HAVE YOU shopped at our machines in choice of Four diflarge display room for your
ferent colors. Establish yourplumbing needs? See our
self Full or Part-time
and
kitchen
of
stocks
huge
in establishing
newest Assistance given
fixtures;
bathroom
this field.
in
yourself
styles, colors; prices to fit
Write:
your pocketbook. Open anytime, day or night at 909
J. W. Wilson
Arch Street. "We carry parts
Cigarette Dept.
Campbell's
materials".
and
201 Broadway
Telephone
Shop,
Plumbing
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
1037R.
for
vote
Your
WANTED;
BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Attorney. Jerry
County
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Jones.
Shop.
NOW is the time to get your
PHOTO
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
FINISHING
The Harvey Caldwell ComOutOffice
pany, DRIVE-IN
We now give one-day serfitters, Phone 674.
vice on finishing your kodak
•
film. Bring them to:
's
BARGAINS: Good gas stove
$37.50; 9x12 rugs $4.95; Story
STUDIO
and Clark piano • $37.50; nice WOODRUFF
$32.50
bedstead
dresser and
American Legion Bldg.
at Wade's Used Furniture
Fulton
Store. Trade with Wade and 4th. St.
Save. Phone 478.

FULTON DRIVE-IN
Located on US 45--E 1 1/2 miles South of Fulton
Friday — Saturday, May 24 — 25
Double Feature Program

Up to 36 mos to pay

Diamond Wedding Seth
as low as $75.00
• • •
Register for FREE
$200.00 Diamond Set. No
oblivation.

World's Finest Quality

eta.1..(eicitMot,

Zenith T V

SMALLMAN

Phones:
Garage 9134; Home 1795

Sheet Metal Shop
Phone 502

Fulton

CALL 559

SPECIAL.

ROPER'S TV SERVICE

ONLY TWO

Main

Phone 307

St.

Authorized Zenith

Reg. $349.95

NECCHI
Console Sewing
Machine

Dealer

KRANICH AND BACH
'VERS.& POND
•
CABLE
New

Now $249.95

and used pianos
Thomas Organs

JONES PIANOS

WOOD & PRUITT TV

(Mrs. Guy Jones)
1000 & Main Street
Union City. Tenn.
Phone 911

302 Main St.
Phone 211

—All Mowers Sharpened
—Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
—All Engines Repaired —Authorised Clinton Service
—Clinton Engines and Parts
—Factory Trained Mechanics
—Prompt Efficient Service
—All Work Guaranteed
—Also Electric Motors
—Wiring. Refrigeration,
Appliance, Repair.
—Free Engine Examination
FOR THE BEST liessi in Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters.,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
JERRY JONES will appreciate
your vote for County Attorney next Tuesday.

21-INCH CUT
You're always welcome
at

POWER MOWER

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE

Briggs & Stratton motor, 214
hp;
pull
starter,
finger-tip
throttle control, side delivery,
trimmer.

Fulton

Mayfield Hiway

ONLY $74.50,

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, git.s. etc.

WESTERN

AUTO

Lake Street, Fulton

PARKING

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance co
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 — 168
Wick Smith Agency

JUST ARRIVED !
NEW 1957

IN TOWN!
Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free -Parking!
SEAT COVERS
Reg. $29.95
* Jet-spun, Arthur Fulmer seat
covers, tailor-made

ONLY $19.95
(Limited time)

CASHION'S
Specialized Service

Mayfield, Ky.

". MA MSS • DAWN Cri;MIN • 114CO4.MNE ENNA
A arm< MESCAI A r.0.1

ARNETT DOWELL

PLUS

Phone 1548 Union City, Tenn.
FOR efficient used automobiles,
Chevrolet
see Dan Taylor.
Used Car Lot, Fourth Street,
Fulton.
JERRY JONES will appreciate
your vote for County Attorney next Tuesday.

a

Fit most popular make Cars

WESTERN AUtO
Lake Street, Fulton
JERR YJONES will appreciate
your vote for County Attorney next Tuesday.

WALLPAPERS!

-RI WIEN • BEN OM • TAYLOR MKS
WIIIDEll A Kitia-IC PICTUK

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE

COMPANY

Church St.

Fulton

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
CET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 345

:
+
tzt,IV1131.E

Program
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TO All FULTON COUNTY VOTERS
rl
I have tried very hard to contact every home

marl

""`"4 IAMB RIM
CCIANSIA MOM

\a Ct0.4111.0011CTION • a

PLUS -

But if I have missed you please take this as
a personal plea for your vote and influence
and it will be greatly appreciated.

Yours Truly,

Wednesday - Thursday - Friday, May 29-30-31

TIRE
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Ma,
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AWL A. ROYER
Candidate for Sheriff of Fulton County
Democratic Primary
Tuesday May 28, 1957

THE
GIRL CAN'T
HELP IT

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

DON'
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PRIMARY ELECTION NEXT TUESDAY MAY 28TH.
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Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Special orders

WALL-TO-WALL—
OR ROOM SIZlioe..
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plagtic
tile.

and Furniture Company
Phone 1
208 Lake Street

FARM LOANS

Oq

Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

I feel that I am qualified and capable of tak ing care of the duties of the Sheriff's office, for
which I am a candidate. I appreciate the confid ence that so many of you have placed in me; I
appreciate what so many of you have done for me in this race, and if I am again elected to the
office of Sheriff I-assure you that I wlli be obli gated to no group or faction, dealing equally
and fairly with all.
During my recent term as Sheriff I did my best to conduct myself in that fashion, as you
know.
My record as a public official, while brief, is recent and I invite your closest inspection and
discussion of it. I consider it to be my strongest endorsement for election at this time
•
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FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when yoli want
to BUY OR SELL.
2011 Maki St.
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will sincerely appreciate your vote next Tuesday.
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TO YOU, FOR YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE AT THE

FULTON HARDWARE
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Over 400 patterns in stock
AlSo see our special order
books!

To The Citizens
of Fulton County:

SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

CAMERON

WERre
OF THIS TOMB
AND WE DON T
CARE HOW MANY
OF YOU
WE HAVE
TO KILL!

JUNK YARD
USED CARS AND PARTS

Furniture Cleaning
and Upholstering

BRUCE BENNETT • LON CHANEY • FARON YOUNG

ION ONO

Free Estimate

Across From Zippy Cafe

BEER

Floor Sanding and Finishing
I4c sq. ft.

ULM.31111WSZENC

.1660Da6a

GARAGE SERVICE

Fulton, Ky.

U. S. 51 North

FARM LOANS! Long term,
Wool Rugs and Carpet Cleaned
low interest rates on real
and installed.
estate. Charles C.innon Phone
$5.00
9 by 12
61, Fulton.

'DANIEL
POO=

Double Feature

24-HOUI$ WRECKER AND

Shingle roof — all kinds
Lennox Gas, oil furnaces
Westinghouse
air conditioning
Furnace cleaning
General repair Work

PETE'S GARAGE

SEE
"HI-FIRE"
DIAMONDS

FREE

SEE

P.C1Valle
!AMMON,

DRAMATIC
DIAMOND
DAYS

Built-up Roofs
Roof Coating

COLDEST

J. T. "Turney" Davie
For Sheriff of Fulton County
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POLITICAL
POSTED and No-hunting signs;
for-rent signs, made to your
ANNOUNCEMENTS
specifications. Prompt serThe NEWS is authorised to
vice, economical prices. The
announce the candidacies of the
Fulton ltews, 209 Commerfollowing for office, subject to
cial Avoids.
the Democratic primary May
28, 1957:
CONVENIENTLY located only
a half-block off Lake Street
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
in the heart of downtown
Homer Roberts
Fulton, the Fulton News is
John C. Bondurant
ready, willing and able to
Dee L. McNeill
do your printing. 209 ComFOR SHERIFF
mercial Avenue, telephone
M. E. ("Red") Garrison
470: "The Printing number."
L. D. Alexander
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
Ancil A. Royer
tags always in stock; from
FOR COUNTY COURT CIAERX
the largest to the smallest.
Kathryn Kelly Lannorn
You can buy 'em plain or
Patsy Harrison Gann
we'll print 'em for you. U
you need shipping tags, come
FOR MAGISTRATE
to the Fulton News office,
(District One)
209 Commercial Avenue.
James Willingham
ellandialit are. Charlie Stephenson
(District Two)
Clyde Corum
A. L Cox
W. G ("Bill") Mays
Marion 0. Champion

a famous trophy —
THE INTERNATIONAL LIFEBOAT RACE CM
THIS GREAT SUER
CUP WAS BROUGHT
BACK TO U.S.
POSSESSION IN
/956 FOR
THE FIRST
TIME SINCE

/939/

FOR TAX COMMISSIONER
Elmer Murchison
Mrs. Bessie Cloar Rose
Harry White

...THE SHIP'S
CREW THAT WON
THE TROPHY FOR
AMERICA WAS FROM
THE OIL TANKER

AMERICAS MERL RANT
SEAMEN APE
?MBASSAbORS OF
COMMERCE OVERSEAS
IN TIME OF PEALE,
VITAL TO SERVICE
SUPPLY LINES IN WAR!

COUNTY AITORNEY
James H. Milberg
Jerry Jones

FOR

CONSTABLE
(District One)
II. W. Walker

WANTED! Special Students —
High School and
College
Drop-Outs! To help you prepare tor • brighter and more
successful future we offer
special courses with individual instruction. Good pre- WE PRINT hundreds of thousands of envelopes, stateparation is vital to success'
ments, letterheads,. business
Contact Bruce Business In'
Cards and office forms yeartitute. 308 Poplar
Street,
ly for businessmen all over
Martin. Tel. 8415.
the Ken-Term area, right in
TIRE SALE at Benneit's Cities ' our own well-equipped shop.
Service on Fourth Street and, Send us your next order. The
Maynard's Cities Service on
Fulton News, phone 470:
Martin Highway!
"The printing number",
POSIT LO N AVAILABLE at NO
PRINTING JOB too large
once — Place: behind wheel
or too small for the Fulton
o/ slick used car. Time: Howl
News to do for you. Best
Atkins Motor Sales.
equipped shop in Fulton to
serve you. Phone 470.
SPECIAL New $38.00 glider
and chair $19.95. good Speed
Queen washer only two years
old, 252 50 at Wade's Used
On state occasions,
Furniture Store. Trade with
Wade and Save; phone 478. Queen Elizabeth rides in a
royal coach that is magnificently
uncomfortable
Since
BUILDING rocks for sale: all George
bought "Old Rattleforms. aIl sizes, all colors. bones" two
centuries
ago,
Roy Frances, Route 3, Prince- monarchs have complained of
ton, Ky; phone 8988.
the - unpleasant swaying and
—DON'T FORGET: The special jolting of the four-ton, elaborately served conveyance. Rubfor the month of May is a
FREE Wash Job with any ber tires and fluorescent lightMotor Tune-Up at no extra ing—but little 1 comfort—were
Cost. Taylor Chevrolet on added for the Coronation ceremonies in 1953.
4th Street. Phones 38 or 39.

avlan's

rti

FOR efficient used automobiles,
see Dan Taylor. Chevrolet
Used Car Lot, Fourth Street
Fulton.
WANTED at once: Young man
with some old money to
make deposit on used car.
Atkins Motor Sales.
WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Shoe Shop.

The U. S. Department of
Agriculture today extended the
farm storage facility and farm
storage
equipment loan programs for another year through
June 30, .148.
These loans are designed to
help farmers throughout ,he
country
obtain needed farm
storage. Under these programs,
farmers can borrow a large
part of the cost of additional
farm storage space and drying
equipment for grains and seeds.
Any farm
owner-operator,
share tenant, share landlord, or
producer partnership is eligible
to participate in the programs.
Application for a loan may be
made at the county Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee (ASC) office.
The loan may be made either
directly through the county office or through a local bank.
Loans may be obtained on storage for wheat, corn, oats, rye,
barley, soybeans, grain sorghums,. dry edible beans, rice,
peanuts, cottonseed, flaxseed,
and winter cover crop seeds.
Farmers in most States can
borrow up to 70 percent of
the cost of new storage bins,
cribs, or other approved stor-

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. 2139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To provide working capital,
term.
interest, long
low
Charlie Stephenson, Phone
61, Fulton.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
SALESBOOKS of all descriptions are available from the
Fulton News. Short orders
your specifications; we are
agents for the largest salesbook companies in the business. Let us quote you on
your next order. The Fulton News, 209 Commercial
made right in our shop to
Ave.
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
is available at the Fulton
News office. See our samples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving company in the midwest The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

Seavyweight
A redwood tree—which may
be taller than the Statue of
Liberty, weighs more than
2,000,000 pounds, and contains
enough wood to build several
houses—grows from
a seed
little bigger than the head of
a pin.

age structures. The structure
must meet
requirements for
storage under the price-support
program. The loan can be paid
off over a 4-year period which
begins on the first anniversary
of the loan, when the first installment is payable.
Interest on the loan is at
the rate of 4 percent per year.
Since the program started, and
through February 28, 1957, about 86,804 loans have been
made covering structures with
a capacity of approximately
315 million bushels. There was
an increase during the 12month period
(February 29,
1956 — February 28, 1957) of
8,578 loaps, covering structures
with a "capacity of approximately 29 million bushels.
Up to 75 percent of the delivered and assembled -cost —.
exclusive of labor costs — c.f
storage equipment to
keep
stored grain in proper condition may be borrowed under
the storage equipment programs. The equipment includes
mobile mechanical dryers, air
circulator, ventilators, tunnels,
and fans.
The loan is payable in three
annual installments. As in the

By Stumpy McCulloch
* * *
Fellow up the way a bit is tea
handy fain gadgets and gimmicki
and things. Used to be popular, too
But he isn't anymore. Just a link
thing, too. He fixed up his laws
mower with a coin device so that ii
takes • quarter to run it.
* * *
If you're thinking about retiring
some of your land to permanent
forest, one of your first problems
will be how to select the land; least.
ways if you're like most of the fellows I know.
, Well, sir, there are a few simple
rules to follow which will kind'a
make the decisions for you. First
off, if the land is so steep as to make
it difficult to till and encourages
washing away of the top soil, plant
trees. Forest will protect the soil.
If your soil is rocky,sandy or has
heavy clay content, it probably
won't even make good crop land
or pasture. Retire such land to forest. Even if the soil will support
crops or pasture, but at too high a
cost, it makes more sense to plant
trees.
* * *
Had myself • good chuckle the
ocher day. I got a letter from this fellow down South who sass good-sized
woodlot on his farm. Seems he uses
his chain saw with the brush cutting
attachment to cut brush for his goats.
Well, sir, the goers have gotten so
used to the sound of the saw that every
time they hear it they come &tannin'.
This kind's tickled the fellow and he
talked it up around the neighborhood.
Next thing you know the chain saw
distributor gets a letter from a magazine called the "Sheep and Goat
Raiser," asking for an advertisement
cause no goat and sheep farmer ought
to be without one of them chain saws.
That's what I call being alert.
G M & 0 WRECK
A 4-unit G M & 0 freight
train derailed at Trenton, Tennessee on Monday, piling up
wreckage and ripping up rail
for almost a mile. Damage was
estimated at over $300,000.00.
case of storage structure loans.
the first installment is payable
12 months after the equipment
loan is disbursed and interest
is at the rate of 4 percent per
year.
Since the equipment loan
program started, 1,173 loans
totaling approximately $2,015,000 have been made on grain
drying and conditioning equipment. There was an increase
during the 12-month period
(Febraury 29, 1956 — February
28, 1957) of 165 loans totaling
$461,205.
Continuation of the storage
programs will
facility
loan
enable producers to more readily financy additional storage
during the coming crop year.

HAVE YOU SHOPPED FOR BARGAINS?

OUR MAY WHITE SALE IS IN PROGRESS

Why Farland Robbins Merits Your Vote For
Commonwealth's Attorney,
1. HE IS EMINENTLY QUALIFIED FOR
THE OFFICE:

FOR RUG and carpet cleaning
and
installation, call OK
Laundry, 130.
BARGAINS. Gibson 1-ton airconditioner unit thermatistic
coot!ol $189.95. Burnette
Tractor Co. 4th St. Fulton.

OiltGANIZED

OUT ON A LIMB

MO BROOKLYN

THE COXSWAIN
OF THE US. BOAT
WHICH WON IT II4
1939 WAS BY COINCIDENCE
AN EXECUTIVE OF THE
SAME COMPANY WHOSE
SHIP WON IT IN 19561

FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
John B. Slayton
Ruth Johnson

FOR

LEAGUE

The Twin Cities softball league, composed of six local
teams, was organized here last
Thursday night and will begin
play immediately with the first
game scheduled for Memorial
Day, May 30.

a. No candidate who ever ran for Commonwealth's Attorney in this district has ever
been so well prepared by modern educational
standards. He holds A. B. and L. B. degrees
from Vanderbilt University and has done
postgraduate and shortcourse work at Princeton University, Harvard University, University of Kentucky, University of Texas, and
Institute of Scientific Studies (California);

the honor of being Commonwealth's Attorney
of this district. Unless you are more than 57
years old this is the first chance in your lifetime to vote for anybody el-Fie for Commonwealth's Attorney! For 44 consecutive years
he has held public office. Isn't it time someone else is given a chance? Why struggle to
educate our young folks if they are always to
be held back -because some older man wants
to be kept in public office for 50 years or
more? Other qualified lawyers should be
given a chance to satisfy their ambitions and
show their abilities to serve the public.

b. He has had plenty of legal experience
FARLAND ROBBINS HAS SAID: "If
and is a mature man. A member of the Mayelected
I will make you the best Commonfield law firm of "Robbins and Cross," he has
wealth's
Attorney within my ability. Cooperbeen in active law practice 22 years (excludation
with
your Circuit Judge and juries in
ing, however, two years in the U. S. Navy in
vigorous
enforcement
Of the law, with impartWorld War II in the South Pacific);
ial justice to the guilty and protection of the
c. He has a record as a vigorous but impart- innocent, shall be my goal."
ially fair prosecutor during two terms as
We are confident of it!
Graves County Attorney. His personal motto
fall
chips
the
the
let
line and
is: "Hew to
\
where they may."
d. He is a scholar of the law and a diligent
worker, with the "right" attitude for a public
official dedicated to the public interest.
2. IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE. His opponent, Flavious Martin, has had no opposition
since 1921! No other living man has ever had

Fulton Friends of Farland Robbins
For Commonwealth's Attorney
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130 WEST KENTUCKY FARMERS REPORT
FINDINGS ON FERTILIZER TESTING

DEATHS

Good Crops

Lamb

Don't Just Happen

N

A BRIGHT
IDEA...

Southern States Seeds . . .
Seeds that Really Grow

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Church St.

Lev G. Hutchison

Luther Rogers

Ben Webb

Ben Webb. 83, retired farmLuther
Rogers M. retired
Lev Goodrich Hutchison, 71, farmer of the Water Valley er of Chaffee. Mo., died at the
died at his home near the New community died at his home Metropolis Nursing Home at
Hope Church at 8 p m.. Mon- Sunday, May 12, at 6:30 p. m., 1:50 a. m. Sunday, May 12, afday, May 6. He was a farmer.
Mr. Hutchison was born Aug.
19. 1885 near Centerville, Tenn.
He had lived on the place
where he died for the past

Fulton

ENTRUST
YOUR PROPERTY ASSESSMENT
TO A PERSON WHO IS

EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED

I Ask Your Support Because

FULTON COOPERATI

211 Central Ave.

South Fulton

SERVICE AGENCY
YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE

•

Want To Help You Make
Our County A Better Place
In Which To Live.

TO THE VOTERS Of FULTON COUNTY:
s to a
Now that the time for candidates to campaign draw
manner in
close, I want to thank the voters for the courteous
made an
which they received me when I visited them. I have
away
attempt to go to every home but since some of you were
con.sidat the time, may I take this means to ask you for your
eration.
issioner
Serving the people of Fulton County as Tax Comm
for having
has been a pleasure. I am very grateful to the voters
ge to give
made this opportunity possible. If re-elected, I pled
for the
the voters the same careful consideration and to work
best interest of our County.
r look
Before you go to the polls, may I ask that every vote
experience
Into my past record and qualifications, gained by
vote
with tax problems. Then I sincerely appeal to you for your
eciated.
and influence. I assure you this will be deeply appr
Respectfully,

ELMER MURCHISON

Now that my son has been removed from the hospital after a serious automoe for
bile accident. I am attempting to resume my active campaigning as a candidat
eyour Fulton County Sheriff. My boy is getting along nicely now, and I am grat
ful to all 134 you for your kindnesses and prayers during his diqieult days.
In asking for your vote and influence on next Tuesday. May_28, it is for your
of the
children and mine that I offer a clean, honest and efficient adlbinistrition
law
Sheriff's oifice. As a peace officer I will do everything in my power to keep
and order in every part of the county. As a tax collector I will discharge the affairs of that office so that your taxes will be collected to the satisfaction of all the
citizens and property-owners.
8. They
I have four children, Joe Ed, 20, Ruth Ann. 19, Carolyn. 16 and Tommy,
s work'toare very important to me as I am sure your children are to you. Let'
they deserve.
gether to give them the clean and wholesome community that
ion
As a candidate for sheriff please know that I am not the candidate of any fact
the
in
or special interest group. I am running on my own platform as I have done
past.
nt for the past
I have been a police officer on the City of Fulton Police Departme
ed my home in Fulton. My chilfour years. For the past two years I have maintain
.
dren attend school here and we are residents here
ly before the election, won't
onal
If time runs out before I am able to see you pers
ere appeal for your vote on Tuesyou please consider this as an earnest and sinc
day, May 28.
Sincerely,

M. E. (RED) GARRISON
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Our sympathy is with the
family of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mansfield, also Buster Owens
who were killed in a car
wreck.
George Black and Telitha
visited Tuesday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Bleck, Monday afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. R
B. Watts, Mrs. Bobby Evans,
and Terry and Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Harrison and Dotty visited Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Wade
of Greenville, Miss., are visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry
and girls have moved from
Dallas, Texas. Welcome back
home Robert and Altie.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans

of Lansing, Mich., Mr
and
Mrs. Bobby Evans and Terry
of Dallas, Texas, Mr. and Mrs
0. D. Cook, Jr., Mr and Mrs.
Robert Watch, Mrs. Gertrude
Bcizzell and Joe *of Chicago
were visitors in this community this
weekend, also little
Dannie Joe and Aneta Cook.
Mr and Mrs. Furdie Puckett
and Cletus spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Inman.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
spent the past Wednesday with
Mr, and Mrs. Jeff Harrison.
Mrs. Jean Powell has been
visiting in Hickman, Ky.
On Friday ikfternoon Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Harrison visited Mr.
and Mrs. George
Black and
Telitha.
The Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L: Cox and
family were Mr. and Mrs.

GREGORY PECK
\ LAUREN BAC ALL
WOMAN
DESI

This hay will be put through new type of hay conditioner, which makes it hold all its leaves. GRADE
"A" DAIRY HAY. The hay will be cut shortly after
June 1st.
LOCATED about 8 miles south west of Hickman
near Sassafras Ridge, on Ash Log farm. To be picked up in field behind baler by buyer.
Those interested in buying this hay please contact:

Mrs. Catherine Freeman Oswald, St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Ethel Freeman, Mrs. Stella
Webb, Fulton, Ky., Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Roper visited Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Kunbro Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Lewis Kimbro returned
to her home last week from
the Union City Hospital after
having undergone an operation.
Mrs. Kimbro is still confined to
her bed but is improving as
well as can be expected.
Mrs. Rozella Smith vilited
her mother, Mrs. Mary Wynn,
Fulton Sunday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. John Howell,
Sr. visited Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Jetton Sunday night other visitors in the Jetton home were
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall Dockery
of San Diego, Calif.
Mrs. Roselee Williams,
Louis, Mo., visited Mr. and
Mrs Earl Williams several days
last week.
Thursday dinner guests in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Williams were Mr. and Mrs
Harry Walker, St. Louis, Mo.
At the home Of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Williams a pot luck dinner was enjoyed Sunday May
19th by the following: Rev.
John Wier, wife and son, Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs. Jim" Gore,
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkerson,
Mr. and Mrs. William Pittman,
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Martin, Mrs.
Ina Everett, Miss Janice Walker, Mr. Jim A. Everett, Dwight
Martin, Kenneth Martin afternoon visitorg
were Mr and
Mrs. Jim Ashley.
Charles Wade of Greenville,
Miss., Mr. and * Mrs. Bobby
Evans and Terry of Dallas,
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
Evans of Lansing, Mich., The
Rev. and Mrs.'L. G. Scott, Mr.
and Mrs. Vancy Cox and baby
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cox
and children.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Davis
visited Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Miran Davis and family.
Mrs. Ellis Roper visited her
brother Mr. X L. Browder.
Leather belts and purses will
keep their new look and resist
marring if they are polished
with paste wax.

Pineville, Bell county, lies
within a bend of the Cumberland River at a gap in Pine
Mountain called the Narrows.
In 1797 the Kentucky Legislature appropriated 500 pounds
sterling for repair of Wilderness Road and for erection of
a tollgate there — the first
ever built an-I the first abandoned - in the State.
When our country was settled, it took nine farm v, orker!:
to produce enough food to sustain theMselves and one city
worker. In 1940, one farm
worker could produce enough The multi-talented Donald 0'to feed himself and nine oth- Conner
portrays
the
great
ers.
deadpan comedian of the silent
In the 1940-1950 decade, pro- screen in "The Buster Keaton
duction per man rose 44(7,. Story," due Sunday — Monday
Acres harvested per worker in- and Tuesday at the Fulton
creased from 35 in 1940 to 47 Theatre!! Wearing the flat hat
in 1950. Today one farmer can and frosen-face Keaton made
grow enough to feed 14 mouths famous, 0'C0 nnytr recreates
besides his own By 1960, pros. many of the master clown's
pects are that one farm work- side-spliting routines in the
er will harvest 56 acres. This VlstaVision film. Ann Blyth almeans that fewer workers on so stars, R.honda Fleming guestthe farm will be needed to stars.
produce 20ete more agricultural
PULPWOOD UP
goods in 1960 than in 1950.
Pulpwood
produc tion
in
As I travel over this area
and listen to those in authority ,Tennessee has increased steadtell about farming and farm ily since 1950, according to J.
conditions, I become thoroughly B. Sharp, U-T associate Extenconfused as to just what the sion. forester. The 1956 total
was reported as
answer
is for us farmers. production
There are those that think the
farmer should have no considFIRST PAPER
eration what-so-ever and then
Lexington is the birthplace
there are those more closely
informed as to the needs of the of the first newspaper in Kenfarmer that see the need for tucky. On August 11, 1787,
John Bradford published the
some help.
For the non-farmer that may first issue of the Kentucky
happen to read these lines I Gazette.
would like to point out a few ing
a business too? This is a
facts about the farmer of 1956. problem for the expert
to solve,
You as a farmer know this al- I suppose in an equation
of
ready only to well ... just how some sort. While they are findlong do you think an industry ing such an equation that the
either large or small could farmer will fit into we will
operate under these conditions: just have to be plug-ging along.
Everything you buy, you buy
We farmers will have to cut
on the retail market This in- our overhead down to the nub.
cludes everything from carpet All practices that are known to
tacks to combines. Then after be unprofitable should be cut
a product is produced sell it out of your operation. You
on the wholesale market. Have- need a breakdown of each enn't we gotten the cart before terprise as well as an income
the herse! Shouldn't the farm- and expense record. This will
er have the same advantages help to eliminate waste and
as other business? Isn't farm- unprofitable ventures. See you
next week.

READ AS YOU RIDE
Ever since a sightless passenger told him of the publication sixteen years ago, Captain
Rickenbacker, head of
Eddie
Eastern Air Lines, has provided a copy of Reader's Digest
in Braille for every blind person boarding one of the company's planes.

Fulton — Union City Hiway
Bpxoffice opens 6:45 P. in.

A new potato veriety-Boonea late maturing, highly blight
resistant plant, has been developed
in
North
Carolina.
Certified seed is available in
limited quanities.

Attend our Theatre Often:
3 Program Changes Weekly
Always Good Action Pictures
For Your Family to Enjoy

ADULTS — 45c
CHILDREN FREE
under 12 in cars

THU R,S.-FRL, May 23-24
(Starts 7:45)
OVEREXPOSED
With Cleo Moore
plus
(Starts 9:25)
THE MOUNTAIN
Spencer Tracy
Clare Trevor
SATURDAY, MAY 25
(Starts 745, 10:40)
WHEN GANGLAND STRIKES
With John Hudson
plus
(Starts 9:20)
STAR IN

THE DUST

SUN.-MON., MAY 26-27
(Starts 7:45)
INSIDE DETROIT
With Dennis O'Keefe
plus
(Starts 9:25)

BROM , or A MONSTER
plus
Color Western
"BLACK DAKOTAS"

FRI. & SAT.
2 HITS—Both First
DFaVrrn SHOWING
Van Johnson— Anne Blythe

"SLANDER"
Story of movie scandal
plus
Color Western
Rod Cameron
Yvonne DeCarlo

"SALOME —
Where She Danced.
"
SUN. & MON.

TUES.-WED., MAY 28-29
(Starts 7:45)
I AM A CAMERA
Julie Harris
Shelly Winters
plus
(Starts 9:40)

FIRST FULTON RUN
(Re-release)

DEAD END KIDS
James Cagney
Humphrey Bogart

"Angels With
Dirty Faces"

N11 IINN• NIAII)I

INIUTINYoN THE BOUNTY
sef*

son
limos WES LAUGHTON • CUM

GAUL

Frand* lass. he s4111111001.
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COLOR CARTOON — STEAL WOOL

Sunday — Monday — Tuesday — Wednesday
You'll flip at
Red in his
Zaniest
Comedy
Yet!

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

I nE

FANTASTIC
FABULOUS
FALL
TH
OF
BUST
ONE
OF
THE GREATEST
OF ALL
FUNNY MEN.

Your hogs are going to make money this year.
HOW MUCH depends on the feed you are
using • .. that's why Dixie Pig and Hog Feeds are
'extra profit" feeds. They add weight ... not waste

4

DIXIE PIG & SOW FEED...a special feed containing
ell the nutrients needed by weanling pigs to 75 lbs. Dixie
Pig and Sow Feed is an excellent ration for bred sows, too.

DIXIE HOG SUPPLEMENTS... hogs balance their own
ration, reach heavier market weights faster on Dixie 40%
Hog Supplement with corn and pasture.
Feed nutrition-pecked Dixie 34% Hog Supplement to bogs
in dry lot. From 75 lbs. to market...it pays to feed Dixie.

Our Dixie 1VI.Ul-ofl-WfleeIs will come rignt on your
farm, grind your grains and mix your poultry and
livestock feed to tried-and-proven Dbde formulas.
Come in or phone for complete information!

in CinemaScope &

MetroColor

--44.9tAii• • e4
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Medical Auxiliary
Meets At Smith's

34 GRADUATE AT
FM ON MAY 23
Thirty - four
Fulton
High
School graduates will receive
their diplomas at the graduation exercise at Carr Auditorium Thursday evening at 8
o'clock
The graduates are: Nancy
Bynum,
Adams, Jean
Cole
Patsy Ann Davis, Rebecca Edwards, Patsy Jane Fleming,
Martha Jane Fortner, Joyce
Harrison, Mary Charles Herring, El Wanda Lawson, Norma
Page, Wanda
Owen, Judith
June Sons, Nancy Ann Wood.
Bobby Barclay, Charles BowBreeden, George
ers, Dale
Burnette, Al aushart, Bobby
Bowden, Don Campbell, Jerry
Copeland, Joe Dallas, Bobby
Dunn, Don Hogan, David Holland, Harry Lacewell, Tommy
Latta, Bobby Logan, Ronald
McAlister, Jimmy Oliver, Truman Satterfield, Leroy Sawyer,
Swearington
and
Ken
Don
Winston.

Family Movie Guide
;
(Source: Parent's Magazine)
(A): Recommended for adults
(Et). Recommended for age 1216.
(C) Recommended for ages 8-

•••,.

Ma, 23-24-25 — "1110 Great
American Pastime A II B
Amusing. C-Ethics need saplaining.
May 24-25 — "Revolt At Fort
Lennie" — A & B-Good. CMature but good.
May 26-27-28 — "The Buster
Keaton Story" — A & IS-Good
of kind. C-No.
May 26-27-28-29 — "Public
Pidreon No. 1" — A & Y
C-Good

•Route Five News
Franklin
Mr.
and
Mrs.
House and son, Don visited Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Watts and Mrs.
Clovis Nanney last weekend.
Mrs. Frank Parrish was hostess with a Stanley party Friday evening.
Mr. James Haggod is improving after a three weeks
seige of the mumps. He says
to tell everyone that he certainly appreciated the work
that, was done for him, especially the ones who set tobacco
as that was a job that needed
to be done during this good
season.
Mrs. Chirac Bennett honored
her daughter, Brenda "With a
lovely birthday party Saturday
afternoon. About ten girls helped her celebrate with games
and refreshmr ts enjoyed by
all.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Da.ncy
of Toronto, Canada visited Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Finch and famand
afternoon
ily, Tuesday
were dinner guests of the
that
family
Finch
Beecher
evening.
The annual decoration day is
to be Sunday the 26th at
Mount Moriah Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Parrish
visited in Memphis this weekend.

The Auxiliery to the FultonHickman Medical Society met
Thursday, May 9, at the Rose
Room of Smith's Cafe for a
luncheon meeting. Mrs. Chas.
B. Stacy, president of the Auxiliery to the Kentucky Association was guest at the meeting.
During the business session
a committee was appointed to
study further and possibly revise the nursing scholarship
fund of $100 which is offered
annually as a project of nurse
recruitment. Mrs. J. A. Poe as
chairman of the committee will
have working with her Mrs. M.
W. Blankenship, Mrs. H. E.
Tits worth, Dr. J. C. Hancock
and Dr. R. W. Bushart.
Mrs. R. W. Bushart introduced Mrs. C. B. Stacy of Pineville, Ky., who with her vibrent
personality and charming mgnner spoke on the theme 'So,
This is Spring." She then installed as new officers of the
Auxiliery: president. Mrs. M.
W. Blankenship; vice president,
Mrs. J. C. Hancock; pres. elect,
Mrs. V. H. Jackson: sec. Mrs.
J. A. Poe; and trea., Mrs. G.
F. Bushart.

Cunningham Will
Return Sunday

55 EIGHTH GRADERs Wootens Movie To
Fulton To Live
GIVEN DIPLOMAS
55
eighth-graders
received
their diplomas Wednesday
evening at the commencement
exercist at Carr Institute.
The members of the graduating class are: Thomas Lawson
Carney, Jimmie D. Stanfie/d,
James Hal Warren,
Michael
James McClannahan, A 11 en
Davis Benedict, Sarah
Mae
Ring, Martha Ann Gattis, Patricia Davis Fall, Mary Ann
Barber, Charles Avery Rice, II,
Jerry Lee Lacewell, Charles Jr.
Hopkins, Susan
Cardwell
Stokes.
Sandra Kay Williams, Charles Edward Willingham, Frances
Ophelia Speight, Dorothy Sue
Duke, James Truitt Lowe, Mary
Lynn Bushart, James Alton
Matheny, Jr., Johnnie Edward
Morrow, Jerry Dale Brittian,
Ruth Chaney Covington, Jimmy
Hassell Williams, Barbara Faye
Bone, Joseph Morton Bennett.
Carl Ulan Hurst, Jr., Dort
Avan French, Lynden Rice,
Newton, James Wallace Shuck,
Barry Wayne Bondurant, Kathy
Jo Woods, Linda Sue Stafford,
Carl Edward Arrington, James
Larry Sullivan, Edward McNatt
Butler, Tena Kay Bone, Mary
Elaine
Beggs, Sandra
May
Stephenson.
Bonnie Marie Helms, Harry
Thomas Bowen. Nancy Carol
Omar, Robert Joseph Hancock,
Brenda Jo McKee!, James Lee
Green, James William Bushart,
James Harold Cheatham, Jr.,
James Otis Clark. John Edward
Mann, Margaret Jean
Hutchison, Thomas
Joseph
Reed, Billy Wayne Babb, and
William Earl Burnette

Oliver C. Cunningham, minister for the Central church of
Christ, will preach in Fulton
next Sunday at 9:00 a. m. and
10:50 a. m. on the subject "Go,
Preach the Gospel."
Mr. Cunningham has been in
Dayton. Ohio conducting a revival for the Riverside Church
of Christ.
Big Rail Yard
Next Wednesday evening, the
The largest single companyentire mid-week service will be operated railroad yard in the
devoted to singing in prepara- world is at Russell, just out of
tion for the Gospel Meeting to Ashland.
be conducted by Mr. John B.
Hardeman at the Fulton Church
of Christ, June 2nd through the
9th.

Mr. and Mrs J N Wooten
have moved here from Detroit,
Michigan to 100 Valley Street.
Mr. Wooten was a guard at
Packards for 30 years. He has
been retired.
The Wootens have four children; Mrs. Bill Holland of Fulton, Jack Wooten of Detroit,
Rev. J. R. Wooten of Cleveland,
Tenn., Mrs. Clyde Dockey of
Owaso, Michigan.
Mrs. Wooten is a sister of
Mrs. Vernon McAlister. The
Wootens are Cumberland Presbyterians.
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June 20 has been set as the
date on which wheat growers
in Kentucky will vote "yes"
or "no" on the 1958-crop wheat
marketing quotas, recently proclaimed by Secretary Benson,
according to Roy C. Gray.
Chairman
of
the Kentucky.
Agricultural
Stabilization and
Conservation Committee
The county ASC offices will,
as usual, set up polling Places
throughout the counties for
fanners' convenience in voting.
Old Mosaic
Primitive man invented the
mosaic when he arranged Pebbles on the floor of his cave,
says the National Geographic
Society.
Ancient
S u merians
expanded the technique, cementing bright stones to a
base. By 1000 B. C., Egyptians
were fashioning mosaics in the
form of glass jewelry.

How Christian
Science Heals
"FREEDOM FROM ENSLAVING HABITS"
WFUL (1215 Kt.;

hunciA y
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Wheat Vote Will
Be June 20

Want To Write—
(Continued from Page

One)
song had
to
be
published
somewhere, someho w. Poor
song-writer's! With a situation
like that, it's surprising that
we have any popular music at
all.
I can tympathize neartly with
song-writers, because I know
Exactly what they must go
through. Meanwhile, if anyone
knows the address of one of
those writing-experience agencies, please let me know before
I go mad!

•
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TOP-QUALITY

„
ALL-DELUXE 66 CABINET SINK!
bowl, but 2!
• Not 1 droinboard, but V
• Not just 2 drawers, but 5!
• Handy rinse spray!
• As advertised
• Not I

EASY TERMS

chrome faucet —
5-year parts warranty!
• Cutting board, cutlery drawer+
• Gleaming STAR WHITE finish!
in tin and POST!
• Deluxe

.
1‘

BUY NOW AND SAVE!
DAVCO Semi-aaran r el ciu.bera pay ;or
themselves over and over again by
ton-quality crops
giving
that mean extra profits at harvest
time.
For more profit per acre use DAVCO
Semi-Gran Fertilizers.
DAVCO Semi-Gran Fertilisers are
available now In a wide variety of
money-making grades.

OTHER MODELS AS LOW AS $99.95

SEMI-GRAN

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"FOUR FLOORS OF'FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT ST.

FULTON

J. C. Sewart Wins
Table Radio
A table model radio, given
away by Station WFITL in a
sidewalk survey last Saturday,
was won by J. C. Stewart,
Paschall Street.
Mr. Stewart is invited to
come to the News office with
proper identification and the
radio will be presented to him
FATAL CRASH
Ike Lowery. 75, a farmer
living near Dresden. was killed in an automobile accident
near Dresden last Friday afternoon. Mrs. Lowery, 70, and
Homer Laws. 33, a farmer living near Latham, were injured.

'58 Wheat Deadline
Is July 1, 1957
Farmers on land on which
no wheat was seeded for grain
for any of the years 1955. 1956
and 1957. may apply for a
1958 wheat acreage allotment.
according to Roy Bard, Chairman of the Fulton County Agricultural Stabalization and Conservation Committee.
To be considered for an allotment on a farm which had
no wheat seeded for grain for
any of thou* years, the farmer
mulct apply in writing to his
by
Committee
ASC
county
Tuly 1, 1957.
Blank application forms are
wailable at the ASC County
Alice for us in filing requests
'or allotments.
Largest Cave
Cave. Middlesboro,
Cud io's
'as the largest cave formation
n the world.

Smith

Atkins

Orian Winstead

Charles Rice

3 0 Lewis

Ward Johnson

John

Earle

Let's Talk Sense To The People Of Fulton
Men who submit for the office of City Council
do so because they have the interest of their community at heart. You well know the salary,is less
than $100 a year and the duties involved are many.
So you can see that it is only community spirit that
motivates a man to seek the office of City Council
of the City of Fulton.

Four years ago the City of Fulton had a bank
balance for operating funds of nearly $20,000. Today it is almost that much in debt.

So it is with the welfare of the City of Fulton at
heart that six Kentucky businessmen have joined
together to work for the progress of Fulton and in
an attempt to free the City of Fulton of the heavy
debt in which it now operates.

The men whose names appear in this advertisement have successfully operated their own businesses for many years. Not one of them have any
motive for self-gain or personal glory, in announcing their candidacies for the office of Fulton City
Council. They are solely interested in putting the
city on a sound financial basis and affording the
leadership for progress so urgently needed at this
time.

The financial condition of the city today des
not necessarily cast any aspersions on the members
of the present Council.

• We need industry in this City, and it takes
energy and know-how to attract industry — to
bring to Industry knowledge of the fact that we

have kne churches, fine schools and a labor supply
for good pay.
• We think we are far in arrears in taking a
look at our boundaries and making some constructive plan for expansion.
•We need a City Council who must keep abreast
of the progress all around us and spear-head the
activity for growth.
• We need to review our sewage disposal project; our tax structure to see if it is commensurate
with other cities; we need a public auditorium; we
need an industrial committee. An industrial committee officially representing the city could speak
with authority when any official information is
needed to locate industry.

VOTE FOR KENTUCKY BUSINESSMEN
For Fulton City Council
Their Combined Business Experience Totals More Than 100 Years
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State newer

LAST INDIANS

The State flower is the goldenrod, the State bird is the
Kentucky cardinal, the song is
"My Old Kentucky Home" by
Stephen Collins Foster.

Eakippakithiki and
Lower
Shawneetown were the last Indian settlements in Kentucky.
They were deserted just before
the French and Indian War.
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It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

TO THE VOTERS OF FULTON COUNTY:
For several weeks
now I have been visiting and talking with
voters of the ounty
as well as conducting
the duties of my office
as County Attorney. I
will continue my campaign right up to
Tuesday, May 28 in
an effort to see and
talk to everyone in
Fulton County.
I appreciate the opportunity of serving the
people of Fulton County and have endeavoured to carry out the functions of the office in
an efficient and effective ,manner during my
first term.
I invite the voter to check my record — not
on the basis of hearsay or rumor — but on
the basis of facts which can be proved. With
all due respect and humility, I know that an
honest examination of my record will show
that I have conducted myself honestly and
earnestly in the fulfillment of my duties as
County Attorney. I have in every instance
hacked up our peace officers in the enforcement of the law. I will continue to do so once
reelected for a second term.
I respectfully ask you, the voters, for the
opportunity on Tuesday, May 28 to serve you
another four years as County Attorney.
I want to thank the many voters who have
placed their confidence in me and who have
In any way helped or encouraged me in my
campaign for reelection.

FOR THE BEST PICKLES

SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS
SCHOOL CHILDREN are rescued by dirt Is
tease workers at Chattanoora, Tens., from Mel
waters which had marooned their ached I.
Eves harder kit were the three states 11.-Rais•
tricky, Virginia and West Virginia, where Ii mar
ties were declared a major disaster area and al-

located $900,1100 In Federal Civil Defense Admin.
istraUon disaster funds. The money wUl pay for
emergency restoration of more than 306 bridges,
as well as temporary repairs to roads, school*,
and other public tseillUes destroyed or damaged
by Good wsinrs.
liA'ple World Photo)

feels Is very humiliating: I had
to explain myself. Most of the
students had seen mules, a few
but none had had the experience of trying to drive a team
of them up a gravelly hill with
ad Kentucky 'Attain
a tiig load oh the wagon. I did
not act out the merle, but I
could have, for I saw it enough,
long ago, to know just how
"SCRATCHING GRAVEL"
the mules would almost stretch
In
one' of my freshman themselves out on the ground
classes recently 1 was speak- In their efforts to pull the load.
ing about how difficult it was And the gravel would fly in
and is to get a start in life all directions as they started
In anything that really matters. the load again after a halt for
I spoke of how my generation rest or a halt because they
had to work hard to . keep a- were mules. That, figure pleases
head of the one just behind me and says something that no
us, Then I told the youngsters high-falutin words can quite
would have
to reach, but I *lust learn that
they
that
"scratch gravel" to keep ahead I have outlived the mule as an
of the next generation, the one ordinary, every-day part of the
that is still unborn, that they lives of my students.
had nothing to fear from us
It was not given tilos to know
older fellows, as we would soon much about oxegi and their
be pest working. I thought I hard, slow work, though I did
had made a good philosophical see some ox teams at work
point, even thought it hurts a hauling logs out of the muddy
bit to think that my group will bottoms. By the time I had
soon be sitting around spinning grown big enough to drive a
yarns about the good old days. team, it was made up of our two
Sincerely,
Strange to say, there was hard- little mules: Jenny. my own
ly • look on any of the faces critter of blessed memory, and
of the thirty students that Beck (short, I suggoose. for Reshowed even a remote wider- becca.) We livejiai
iolain a
her
standing of what the elderly fear manuals
be
they
course,
Of
teacher meant.
drivittg your team
a grave/that
tones
could tell by my
1y hill or across a bottomless
I was meaning that they would sheet of mud, for our homes
be competing with younger and were on a gravelly ridge close
ever younger generations, but to the bottoms. If Beck, our
why "scratch gravel"? Then I temperamental mule, was not
had to do what any story-teller contemplating any unnecessary
meanness, we got along, mud
or gravel to the contrary notwithstanding. But Beck had
been raised as a pet because
her mother had died This intimate contact with hard-headed boys and men must have
given her some characteristics
that were almost too bad to belong to a mule. With no obvious provocation, Beck would
stall, with an empty wagon as
quickly as with a heavily loaded one. Language, as far as it
could be used without consequences, flailing with blacksnake whips, and sometimes a
fit of tears made no impression on Beck. She had refused
to "scratch gravel," and that
was that, One of my most
vivid memories of Beck, now
litfrig a denizen of wherever
mules go, concerns a load of
Since election day has been moved up to May, the April
stovewood blocks that I was
to haul up from the bottom.
It was a cold, raw winter day.
term and the May term of Circuit Court have kept me from
I had got to the newground,
loaded my blocks, setting them
visiting with you and talking with you like I wanted to do.
end up on the wagon bed, and
had started home. Just at that
moment it began to snow a
Most of you have known me (and I have known you) for a
wet, blinding snow. Ag we
creaked along the rutted woodland road, the front wheel on
long time, and I stet know what I could tell you about myBeck's side ran against a hidden root and temporarily haltself that you don't already know. You elected me as your
ed operations. Beck put on her
best act: she reared, jerking
the hames out of the collar.
Circuit Court Clerk nearly two years ago to fill out the unThat meant that I would have
to stop
hauling
my
long
enough to put them back and
expired term of Mr. Justin Attebery. I am asking you now
then try again. The act was
repeated until I grew worse
and worse. With an empty
to elect me for a full term. I will always appreciate anything
wagon, the act reconwnenced,
but Beck seemed to sense a
lighter load or had decided
you can do for me, and assure you that I will keep on serving
that her joke had gone far
enough. I managed to get the
you in the way that I have always done.
wagon over the offending root,
reloaded my stovewood blocks,
and, too angry to say another
word, drove my inoffensivelooking team through the snow
back home.

TM BITS

JERRY JONES
FOR COUNTY MONEY

To The Voters of
Fulton County, Kentucky

f

Ruth Johnson

BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS

To The Voters

of Fulton County
There are many of you I haven't had the privilege of talking with personally as my time has necessarily been divided
between campaigning and my duties in the office, which automatically increase at election time as part of my job consists
of having the ballots printed, gathering the supplies that go
to the polls, delivering the ballot boxes. and numerous other
things which must be attended to and can only be done the
last month before an election. What campaigning I have been
able to do has been most gratifying. The nice things you have
said to me and the things you have done for me during my
campaign make me feel very humble indeed. When I took office as your County Court Clerk I succeeded Mr. Clardie Holland who had served you for sixteen years and did a wonderful job. I have tried hard during my term to give you the
same good service. I have been grateful for the opporunity
to serve you.

I am making the race for re-election on my record of service, of which, I hope you approved but an important reason
for making it is my need for the job, or I should say our need,
since it is our families we work to help. My family consists of
my parents, Mr. and Mrs. Than Rogers, my husband, Carlos,
who teaches history at the Hickman High School in Hickman
and my three daughters, Judy who has just completed the 8th
grade, Bobbye the 10th grade and Phyllis the 12th, which
means that this coming fall I will have a freshmen in High
School, a junior in High School and a freshman in college and
they need my help now as muck if not more than ever before.

In applying for a job you are usually required to give your
qualifications, experience and some history of your family.
That is what I have endeavored to do. If they meet with your
approval and you feel that I have met your needs as your
County Court Clerk, then I earnestly and sincerely ask that
you re-hire me to this office Tuesday, May 28th by casting
your vote. I will show my appreciation the only way I know
how, and that is by doing everything in my power to serve
you well for the next four years. Thank you.

Boat Canals
The canal around the Falls
of the Ohio at Louisville was
completed in 1829, opening the
way for p thriving steamboat
business. By 1860 Kentuckians
were supplying the Southern
states with most of their manufactured goods.
Save scrap for Scouts

Kathryn Kelly Lunn=
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6:55 Today's Weather
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1:30 Bob Crosby Show
News
Morning
7:45
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2:00
Show
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8:00 Merry
2:15 Secret Storm
8:30 Godfrey Time
2:30 Edge of Night
9:30 Strike It Rich
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10:00 Valiant Lady
3:45 Cartoon Capers
10:15 Love of Life
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10:45 The Living Word
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11-30 Wild Bill Hickok
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1:30 The Last Word
200 Face The Nation
A PROUD CHILD
2:30 World News Roundup
IS A HAPPY CHILD
3:00 This Is The Life
330 This Is Your Music
Playing a Wurlitzer
4:00 Odyssey
4:30 World News Roundup
Piano c'eve':11S pride
5:00 My Friend Flicka
of accompliAnnent.
5:30 You Are There
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Jack Benny
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT. 6-30
7:00 G. E. Theatre
7:30 Hitchcock Presents
Union City, Tenn.
800 $64,000 Challenge
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Count of Monte Cristo
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Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomdrrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather
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9:00
915
9:30
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Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow

Monday

Tuesday

10.45 Guidag Light
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
12:30 This Is Your Music
12:45 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
2:00 Brighter DaY
2:15 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
3:45 Cartoon Capers
4:00 Cowboy Corral
5:00 Superman
5:30 Hartoons
5:40 Looney Tunes
5:50 Bunny Funnies
6:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 Name That Tune
7:00 Pltil Silvers'
730 Red Skelton
800 $64,000 Question
8:30 Spike Jones Show
9:00 To Tell The Truth
9:30 Private Secretary
10:041 Star Showcase
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
11:30 News & Weather
Wednesday
6:45
6:55
7:00
7:45
8:00
8:30
8:45
9430
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
11:30
12:00
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
4:15
5:30
8:00

Morhing News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Morning Meditation
Godtrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Music
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Cisco Kid
The Scoreboard

• MT. MORIAH
Mrs. Marion Milam •
Hello folks, good neighbors
Well, it
friends everywhere.
looks as if the farmers will
get a• vacation for a few days
After the good rain we have
had this last week. Altho some
may be setting tobacco.
Clad to report that Mrs Cora
Roach is back at home after a
few days stay at Haw's Hospital.
The children from this community who attended the ball
game at St. Louis on this past
Sunday, reported a good time
and a trip to remember.
Don't forget. the Homecom'ng and Memorial day at Mt.
Moriah Baptist Church on 4th
Sunday of this month. Church
services in the morning, dinner
on the grotipds and the Rhythmaires Quartet from Paduoah, Ky., will be the featured
group to sing for us in the
afternoon. Plan to come and
spend the day with us and enjoy yourself.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Wade
and children visited Mr. and
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
0:00
10:00
10:30
11:00

Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Giant Step
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
20th Century Fox
Arthur Godfrey - Show
Mr. District Attorney
Treasure Hunt
News & Weather

N.

THE MAY1/10
AUTOMATIC
WASHER

aaa Pagraj
Marty dies•
110""riL
ow down r iymest._,_
sad Reny Terms

Mrs. Hershel Nelson of Sharon.
Tenn., this past Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Berch Moon
and Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett attended church at Walnut
Fork Premitive Baptist Church
last Sunday. In the afternoon,
they drove over to Paris, Tenn..
for the baptising.
Mr and Mrs. Johnny Fry
and Mr. and Mrs. James Singleton of Detroit, Michigan visited in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Harrison. They were
home to attend the funeral of
Mrs. Leona Fry.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ward
attended the Graduation exercises at Beelerton School on
Wednesday Evening.
Mrs. Irene Williams and children attended the Senior Play
at Martin High School on Tuesday evening.
Well friends and neighbors
will be seeing you next week.
THRU THE GAP
Dr. Thomas Walker entered
through
1790
in
Kentucky
Cumberland Gay on the dividing line of Virginia and Kentucky on the north and Tennessee on the south.

rarm Storage Is
Extended A Year
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture today extended the
farm storage facility and farm
storage equipment loan programs for another year through
June 30, 1958.
These loans are designed to
help farmers throughout the
country _obtain needed farm
storage. Under these programs,
farmers can borrow a large
Part of the cost of additional
farm storage space and drying
equipment for grains and seeds
Save scrap for Scouts
UMW
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Dear Pat,
I don't
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so many
You hayi
job and
help me.
have beer
3 years a
dren. I hi
wife and
think so,
get a bet
Fulton oi
another t
job' Will
we ever
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ARE YOU 57 YRS. OLD'
If not, this is the first
chance In your life to vote
Commonfor any body for
wealth's Attorney except F.
115, Martin. He has had no
opponent !dace 1921! For 44
years he has
consecutive
held public office — since
Jan., 1914. No living man
Commonbeen
has over
wealth's Attorney of this
district except him. isal it
time someone else is given a
chant*? ELECT FARLAND
for ('OMMONROBBINS
WEALTH'S

ATTORNEY.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 nal,

hih10

CHOOSE FROM PRESENT STOCK ... GET IMMEDIATE DELIVERY... SAVE MONEY

PICK and SAVE

today!
1,4172 1'

Your Vote will be
Appreciated

41111111Mmicr,7

+SW ,

131
40110°
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We have an excellent selection of Mercvrys in stock—a wide variety of body types and colors. You can
get immediate delivery on many models. And when you choose your Big M from the models we have
on display_or in stock_we are ready to pass big savings on to you. And this is just the first way

THE
BIG

you save! Mercury's record -breaking sales enable us to give you a generous allowance for your present
car. The sooner you act the better chance you have to get the Mercury of your choice at important savings.

for COUNTY ATTORNEY
I am pleased to take this opportunity as the
election campaign draws to a close to express
my sincere thanks to all of those kind friends
who have expressed interest in my race, and
so generously offered so much encouragement.

JAMES H. ASIBERG

MERCURY 'For 57with DREAM-CAR DESIGN

H. R. GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY _
Highway 45, North

•
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child a. girl). I know it plays Dear B. G.
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 23, 1957
out with other children but you
Jobs are few and far be- • PLEASANT VIEW
MM. George Meat•
can keep her cleaner than she tween all over the country,
enjoyed a picnic at Bob Noble
is; also you can spend a lot however, he might go to the
Park in Paducah. Last Saturmore time on your apartment city and find a job as a nite
Last Week
day the 7th and 8th grades
than you do. I think first you watchman or something in that
had a most enjoyable trip to
!
!
Remember!
Homecoming
•nitivers own?) (Can you tell me why zihould sit down and think after line
LATANE
(PATRICIA
you
think
really
but I
Memphis. This closed another
nil questions in person. Address all
View.
Pleasant
next
at
Sunday
hard
has
worked
my
husband
he fusses at me so much?)
would profit if he would acher
c/o
Thl
school year.
commuric•tion• to
will
deliver
Holt
James
Bro.
he
does
what
in
comes
cept a job with some farmer
watch for •nswer In What can I do about it? (Will and
NEWS and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McNatt
The
morning
message.
regarding
Questions
thi• column.
I love my washing machine?) want to see, and believe me its for the year around, as I think the
beet be •nmediatne. heitlth can
Quartet will be the attended the wedding of Helen
Greenfield
hasn't
who
wife,
nagging
a
not
at
steady
more
be
that
would
I
(Will
cook
get
an
electric
guy.
by
your
physician;
swered
McNatt and Bobby Lemonds
tione regarding handling ef money stove any
time soon?) (Will had the energy to get up and present than a job that he featured group for the after- last Sunday week in Martin.
or investment. can best be anew.
invited.
Everyone
service.
noon
herfix
ta
try
and
a
bath
take
Memphis
either
fret
in
I
I get a good job soon?) Pat
would
Congratulations to this fine
•rod by your banker. THE NEWS
Congratulation to Mr. and young couple.
that it is a bushel of self up, and two dirty children or St. Louis.
provides this Column purely as • know
public forum and does not accept questions but they are on my crying. No, you won't lose your
the
Mrs. Johnny Hazelwood on
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
any respon•ibdity tor the answer*
washing machine, but I don't Dear Pat,
arrival of a daughter, Sheila and Mrs. Walter Cunningham
in
although
many
offered.
cease mind a lot and I sure do think
how he can buy you a
hav•
proved
th•y
as. you if you can answer them. see
Will write you again, as you Ann weighing 8 lbs, Ooz. Fri- were: Bro. 0. 0. Gardner, Mr.
Curate.)
washing machine and all the did not answer my first letter. day night at the Martin- Hos- and Mrs. Jim Mitchell and
Thanks
JUST WHAT
books you have to have to
Will you please answer some pital.
R. V.
Dear Pat,
Homer Wood.
read,. You can't have both; no, questions for me? Where was
Last Saturday week the lowTHE BABY NEEDS
P. S. Does my husband , real- I don't see a job in store for
I don't know how to start
my husband on the night of er 6 grades of Welch School
CH
STOP
STAGECOA
this letter off becaiew I have ly love me and the kids?)
have
don't
you
because
you
Nov. 20, 1956? Was he with a
Can be found in our
the family. Will it be settled
Near the southern limits of
so many questions to ask you. Dear R. V.
enough energy.
woman? Does he love me?
baby department. Baby
it
Will
mean
soon?
anyway
US
on
very
county,
Scott
a
have
interesting
You
Crittenden,
My advice to you is start
Your first question is —
Please answer this as it is
and everyday
Gifts
I
to
always
have
us?
onea
anything
job and I sure hope you can Have I been a good wife and fixing up the things and try very important to me.
25 is Sherman Tavern,
necessities.
wanted to take a trip to Calif., story frame structure, once the
help me. My husband and I mother? Well first I think you and hold your husband.
L. X.
will I ever get to go?
have been married a little over spend too much time reading
most popular inn on the stageGifts Wrapped Free
Dear L. X.
Thank you,
3 years and we hay, two chil- and visiting with your neigh- Dear'Patricia,
coach route between Cincinnati
husyour
you
assure
will
I
WES TENN,DEPT.
and Lexington. It had the first
dren. I have tried to he a good bors; you let the children go
K. C.
I would like for you to annot with a woman
wife and mother ( At least I dirty and you don't fix your- swer a few questions for me. band was
plastered interior walls in this
K.
Dear
C.
STORE, Inc.
20,
of November
think so; am I right?) Will he self up like you should. Now I First, does the one I love, love on the nite
No the estate will not bene- section of the country, one of
a
around
sitting
was
he
1956,
State.
the
in
get a better job soon here an want you to know that I real- me? If so, will she ever show
fit you. I do not see a trip ia the first pianos
Fulton
store and a big stove I would
The proprietor 'dispensed free
Fulton or will he go off to ize
much it' Also, where did I come
have
don't
you
store then store for you to California.'
grocery
a
was
it
say
bourbon whiskey to guests.
another town and get a good money, but you can stay clean, from and how many brothers
I see a filling station involved
job? Will we move soon? (Will keep your hair combed, and and sisters do I -have?
in the car with Dear Pat,
got
he
and
we ever buy a home of ou:. the children clean (the oldest
Please answer my questions.
Thank you,
some boys there but no woman
M. C.
enters the picture. Yes, your I knew it is an unusual one.
.5
•
My ex-husband and I have
husband loves you.
Deal M C.
been separated for ten years. I
Yes, the one you love also
would like to know if he is
Pat,
Dear
loves you. Yes, they will show
alive? Is he away somestill
Please answer a few quesit just give them time. You
where working? Please tell me
son
will
my
When
me.
tions
for
town
to
OPTOMETRIST
came from the country
are P. H
Will my where. His initials
and you have 4 brothers and get out of service?
I want to
Pat,
reason
The
children be happy from now
sisters.
know, I km carrying an insuron? Will the kids Come to see
policy on him, so you see,
ance
announces the opening of
hope
sure
us any way soon? I
to
Dear Miss Latane,
happened
has
anything
if
We think someone poisoned so. I miss their families too. him, I don't want to continue
treat
our dog. If someone did we Will my brother-in-law
It has
is he in paying the premium.
his office on Lake Street for
would, like to find out what my sister better, or
2 years since anyone in
/
been 11
Does
else?
someone
with
love
street they live on and who it
him.
seen
has
town
We are his home
was. If you could give us any my husband love me?
know If
me Also, I would like to
information of who is was we happy and he is good to
closer
job
a
get
will
son
my
for
that
would be pleased, and what I have wondered about
where, and
so,
If
home?
to
some time. We go to church
was the dog's name?
when.?
and love it.
Thank you,
Thank you,
Thanks in Advance,
L B.
P. G.
D.
G.
Dear L B.
P.
Dear
Dear D:
From your writing I can't
Your es-husband is in Florihusband
for appointment
your
life
with
Your
make out the dogs name but is safety with a plus until da and doing nicely; no, I
your
perin
The
change
dog.
see any
it was a hound
death; do you part, as your don't
son that poisoned your dog husband is very much in love son's employment at present.
begins
lives on a street that
with your Your son won't be
stocks of
with C and the person that out of service anytime soon as We have complete
poisoned the dog, their initial he will re-enlist. Yes, you will
bevins with a B.
see the kids and their families
next month. Your brother in
GLASSES
Dear Pat,
for HOME and FARM
CONTACT LENSES
is in lore with a teenager.
law
very
I enjoy your column
Machines
much. I have a couple of quesDear Miss Latane,
VISUAL TRAINING
tions I would like answered.
ask
to
questions
few
a
have
I
C
ELECTRI
T
BENNET
some
ago,
time
short
A
you, and would like for you to
FULTON
money disappeared from my answer. There is an Estate in' PRONE 201
or
it,
take
purse Did someone
did 1 lose itl If so, where?
Will I take a trip to Michigan this year?
Please answer this
Thanks.
G. H. W
Dear G. H. W.
You dropped it while downtown doing some shopping. Yes,
you will go to Michigan this

I
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endei the
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PATRICIA LATANE

Dr. Charles T. Alexander
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COMPLETE VISUAL CARE
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Buy an
water heater
v•

es

SAFE—Nothing to light . . no flames or fuel to worry
about.
AUTOMATIC—Round-the-clock service weeks to supply
all your hot water needs.
CLEAN—No soot or grime.
CONVENIENT—Install it anywhere • . . it needs no
chimney Rue.
ECONOMICAL—Saves long pipe runs.

An electric water heater gives you automatic roundthe-clock service—plenty of hot water always ready
to use. And you can put it anywhere. Save on pipe
rums by placing it near your greatest need for hot
water. Have it out of the way. Buy an electric water
heater now!

Dear Patricia,
I read your column each
week I would like to ask you
some questions. Has my husband got a steady job! Where
will we move to? When will
my baby be born? Will my sister's boyfriend have to go to
the Army? If so when? Does
'the boy that my sister-in-law
is going with love her? Will
they marry? If so when?
Thank you,
S. A.
Dear S. A.
No, your husband's job is not
steady, you will. move to Fulton. October is when your
baby will be born; no,. your
sister's boyfriend will not go
to the Army. Yes, the boy your
sister-in-law is going with is
very much in love with her
and they will marry in August.
Dear Miss Latane,
Will you help me with my
has
husband
problems? My
been out of work for several
months, not being a young
man, jobs for him are scarce.
Do you think he could find
work by going to St. Louis or
Memphis? If so which place?
Thank you,
B. a

enjoy Me safety sad convenkpec•
of an electric wahtr
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Vz H.P. Ruth Berry Pump

Yz H. P. Myers Pump

HERE'S HOW
Last week we mailed you a water system survey card that asked
questions about your water system. Fill it out and return it to us .. .
all cards that are filled out and returned will be placed in a box and
two will be drawn. If your card is among the ones drawn, you will win
one of the two electric water pumps.
Only Members of Hickman-Fulton Counties R.E.C.C. Are Eligible

Utter . . . El•ctrical)y

FULL NOUSEPOWER
IfOUSIPOwta provides ler own elierree•
ieet, •••••••10.1 wee •11 appadinsis yaw orsv Vern
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..-end deem Tea w
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YOU MAY WIN
ONE OF THESE
ELECTRIC
WATER
PUMPS

Drawing will be held at the Headquarters Building, in Hickman, at
2 p. m., June 1st,
WINNER DOES NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN I
ALL CARDS MUST BE RECEIVED ON, OR BEFORE, MIDNIGHT,
MAY 31st.

Why worry?

Live

PHONE 235

erewlelaw eirut dr Crelisil HOUSEPOWIN

KENTUCKY (JTIUTIES CO.

ip
17 FORD
'

PICKUPS

Call us now!
J. V. Cash Motor Co.
Mayfield Highway
Phone 42

These Pump Dealers Are Awarding Prizes
Myers Pump Dealers, J. B. Nanny. Roy Bowden,Frank Stroud,
Watson Co.

Hickman - Fulton 'Counties R
11P

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 23, 1967

RAILROADS EARMARK /0 MILLION FOR
ElfaRONKS, RAIL, SUPER TRAINS
U. S. Railroads have spent
12 billion dollars on improvements since World War II and
expect to spend 20 billion more
for modernization in the next
ten years, reports the May
Reader's Digest in an article,
"The New Age of Railroads,"
condensed from Time.
a
The clickety -clack
of the
rails is fading away, the track
worker long known as the
gandy dancer is dying out.
Future track on the Santa Fe
will be made of welded steel
that ends clickety-clack. It
tomes in quarter-mile lengths
for a quiet, smooth ride — and
reduced maintenance. In place
of the gandy dancer, a machine
pulls and drives spikes, tamps
ballast and raises and shifts
tracks automatically. Railways
everywhere are using it.
The New York Central ushered in one of the newest symbols of 20th-century
railroad
progress just a few weeks ago.
It. opepecl a new 163-mile, electronikally-regulated stretch of
double track between Cleveland and Buffalo. With the
new system, two men seated
before light-studded panels at

Erie, Pa., can automatically
control
all
traffic
between
those cities.
Instead of four tracks, the
system needs only two. It
shunts express trains around
double
slower freights, can
freight trains' speed and hurtle
passenger trains at 80 m. p. h.
on the same track. Says the
New York Central's president,
Alfred E. Perlman: "Through
electronics we are now able to
traffic faster,
more
control
better and more economically."
Coming soon on the Rock
Island: centralized TV to keep
an electronic eye on crossing
gates, plastic train wheels to
cut noise, electronic brains to
handle r a ilro ad accounting
..sores. The
Pennsylvania is
installing
related
brains
to
route freight cars to their proper tracks automatically, operate all switches, record each
car's weight, retard speed so
that each car's ;wheels cross a
coupling at proper speed. Trainmen no longer have to drop
notes to station masters from
speeding trains; they use radio.
Such roads as the Denver &
Rio Grande Western look far

Black & White Store
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in the local hospital Wednesday morning:
Haws Memorial Hospital:
Cruse, Pilot
Mrs. Ronald
Oak; Mrs. Russel Jones, Hickman; G. J. Elliott, RI 3, Martin; Miss Sarah Linton, Fulton; Mrs. Annie Lacy, Fulton;
Mrs. Thomas G. Jones, Rt. 4,
Fulton; Mrs. Larry Carter, Fulton; Dalton Yates, Fulton; Mrs.
Martin, Mrs.
Roy
Stewart,
James Powell and baby, Mayfield; Mrs. Suzie Morris, Fulton.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Mary Roland, Fulton;
Mrs. R, V. Putman, Sr., Fulton; Mr. C. W. Burrow, Fulton; Mrs. E. W. McMorris,
Water Valley, Rt. 1; Mrs. Dennis Byers, Clinton; Mrs. Charles Fields, Fulton; Mr. Cleo
Murphy, Fulton; Willetta Cummings, Fulton; Mrs. Palmer
Downey, Rt. 1, Clinton; Patti
ane Carter, Rt. I, Wingo; Mr.
Luther Pickens, Rt. 2, Water
Valley;
Mr. L. J. Clements,
Fulton; Mr. B. B. Stephenson,
Fulton; Mrs. J. N. Rhodes,
Mr. Samuel
Water
Valley,
Lockridge, Rt. 4, Dresden; Mrs.
Mike Fry, Fulton; Mrs. J. B.
Barclay, Fulton; Mr. Guy Tucker, Fulton; Mrs. Ted Clark,
Fulton.
Jones Hospital:
Sams Hibba„ Fulton; Mrs. J.
H. Owens, Fulton; Robert Forsee, Fulton; Mrs. Onie Myatt,
Charles and William
Fulton;
Henley, Clinton; Clarence Canvender, Fulton; Mrs. Joe Workman, Fulton; Mrs. W. a Greer,
Fulton; Mrs. John Farabough,
Mrs. Elmer Cannon.
ahead. Its scientists are at work
on an atomic-powered locomotive and have already developed an atomic signal lamp that
will stay bright foe 12 years
by using radioactive isotopes.

SATURDAY IS
EARLY BIRD DAY

Save scrap tor Scouts

A store-wide monthly
clearance featuring drastic
reductions in every department. Save on hundreds of
items; here are just a few!

All

100 Pair

50 only

LADIES HOSE

LADIES BRAS

Regular $1.35

Regularly to $1.50

OUT ON A LIMB
_

By Stumpy McCulloch
* * *
*The best way to save face," said
Cy to or George, "is to stop shooting
it off.OF George turns to me, kind's
tired-like. "its not the ups and downs
o' life that bother me, Stumpy," be
sighs. "h's the jerks.* * *
If you have a highway running
by your woodlot, you may occasionally have injury to your trees
from accidents, out-of-control
trucks or autos. it's sure important
to know hew to give your urea
"first aid."
First off, you should paint the
scar with an antiseptic wound
dressing.
shad.... the wound to
kels the sun irons drying out the
damaged tissce.
Last, build a ring of burlap
about the wounded area, allowing
se.eral inches cm air space between
tree and tur.ap. Neve: wrap
tightly, as you would a human
wound.
* *
Fellows often ask nse what the best
distance apart is for setting loblolly
pines. An II-year test was mActe by
the Arkansas Experiment station at
Hope. One-year-old trees were set in
half-acre blocks each, 4 a 4, 5 a 5,
6 i 6, and 7 a 7 feet apart.
Best spacing was found to be to 6',
though if you have a good market
and smaller trees can be sold well, a
spacing of 5' a may be used.
But remember, it takes 1,210 trees
to plant an acre at 6' a 6' spacing,
but it takes 1,742 trees to plant at
5' x 5'.
* * *
Government foresters estimate
that lumber from home grown
trees costs farmers only • third of
that bought commercially.
Some of you may be wondering
how much it costs to have your
own trees custom sawed in the
neighborhood when you need lumber for that big project. Mostly it
oasts about $18 per thousand board
feet.
* * *
The typical Miss American is •
girl old fashioned enough to be afraid
of a mouse, but modern enough to
handle a wolf.
* * *
Su long! See you next week!
* * *

_ 50c

MIt-ada Whip

lE Only

15 pair

Ladies Bathing Suits

GIRLS SHORTS

With Beach Coats
Reg $5.49

Regularly $1

$3.00

66c

BLUE JEANS

POLO SHIRTS

$1.69 values

Regular $1.99

$1.00

$1.00

25c

$4.44

:KNICKERBOCKER
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Tali VISION
AIII-CONDITIONID

Other Norris Hotels

•

LOW
Price

249"
EASY
TERMS

Model 2112435 Mahogany Color Console.
21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 sti.
in metangular picturc.

One used 12-inch

lawbfi EXTRA Filatures mew EXTRA Perfenuescs owl Eilfed

TELEVISION
$24.88

LA-4.6 00

W. will hay* cut

GLADIOLI
On Saturday For

Si. DOZEN
We are now accepting orders for Saturday
delivery.
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FULL SIZE DELUXE CONSOLE

Furniture & Appliances Department:

Good condition

Prrr- T

CINCINNATI, hietropole &rootIwo; Kemp*, Um*
forioot.. Officos—
MIAMI HACK Seottieeiga.
MOTU mikTROPOLI, Ciacioroti,055.
0551011,Post Way** M•1•1
MIMI assets. Oftwokor
ANNAN N. 11,111.0MAK Mdwasky Orroller COLUMDUS. &road °weir,

/4711 Ty
01
1
•

FABRICS RIOT: Taffeta, Chambray, Gingham, open prints and deep-dri prints:
Regularly to 79c
19c YD

$9.88
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BEDSPREADS
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Reg. to $2.99

Living Room Suite

J

Save scrap for Scouts

SHOES

one

.1.

The Fulton High School Class
Day
exercises
were
held
Wednesday afternoon, May 23,
in Carr Auditorium,
On the program were:
Historian — Joe Dallas.
Poet — Jean Cole Bynum.
Propliet — Norma Owen.
Grumblers — David Holland
and Truman Satterfield.
Will — Dale Breeden.
Giftorians — Judy Page and
Becky Edwards.

15 MEN'S RAYON SUITS Reg $24.95 $15.00

Ladies and Childrens'

414:7;,IN NEW YORK g
'°"TIMES SQUARE

Regardless of Distance!

1957
30 Men's

IN DANYULE
Constitution Square, Da nville, on ITS 150 is where Kentucky's first constitution was
framed and adopted in April,
1792. The following June, the
State was admitted into the
Union.

E-

GUARANTEED TO OUT PERFORM
ALL OTHER SETS

12 GIRLS DRESSES Reg. to $3.99 $2.00
100 pair, Boys

shot shot Shott himself. We
think, however, that the shot
Shott shot shot not Shott, but
Nott.
It is possible it would be
much better not to repeat it at
all. Careless talk causes many
heartaches.
The Gospel Visitor

2 FINE HARRIS HOTELS

From The Kennel—FMS

SALAD DRESSING

15 pair

We had a big rain Saturday
night and Sunday that the
farmers were not very glad to
see.
Mrs. Maurine
Thomas and
Miss Constance Jones drove to
Hickman Friday. A M. on business.
Mrs. Roy Emerson was called to Wingo last week to stay
with her grandson, Bob Emerson while he had to be out
of school on account of having
memos.
Mrs. Reba Coltharp visited
-tier brother and family, Mr.
Crittenden
and Mrs. Norman
and girls of Manlyville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elson McGuire
and boys celled on his parents.
Mr. end Mrs. A. A. McGuire
Saturday a. rn:
Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance Jones were the Sunday
dinner guests of Mrs. Pauline
Barham and family.
Mr. and Mrs Tammie Moore
visited Mrs. Addic Casey and
family late Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Thomas Snnithmier and
Johnnie of Mayfield called in
the Oliver Taylor home Friday
morning.
The Homecoming and decoration
at Bethlehem, Church
was
well attended,
Sunday
even if it was a bad day. Several Quartets were there. The
Four Star Quartet of near Milburn was the featured one. The
class singing was excellent.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sisk and
Vicki
Lynn
granddaughter,
Ball, of Wyandotte visited relatives and friends in this vicinity last week.
There will be decoration at
the Pilot Oak Baptist Church
Sunday. Preaching at 11 a. m.
and singing in the afternoon.
Everyone is invited.
Mrs. Carlisle Cruse is doing
fairly well in the Fuller Gilliam Hospital, where she had
surgery last week. Hope she
gets to come home soon.
Mr and Mrs. Bill Matthews
and Larry, Mr. and Mrs-. A. A.
McGuire. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Taylor and Joyce, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Emerson and T. J. Moore
called on Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Cathey Sunday night.

The moral to the following
story is to make sure you
know the correct story before
repeating it.
A duel was fought by James
Shott and John Nott Nott was
shot, slid Shott was liot. In
this case it was better to be
Shott than Nutt. There was
rumor that Nott was not shot,
but Shott insists that he was
not. It may be that the shot
Shutt shot shot pott, or since
accidents with firearms will
happen, maybe the shot Shoit

PLANS FOR CLASS DAY
ARE MADE BY SENIORS

2 FOR $1.00

15 Ladies HATS, Reg. to $499

Joyce Taylor •

From The Kennel—PIES
HOW'S THAT AGAIN?

items

in
broken sizes;
limited quantities, so come
early. No layaways;
No
phone or mail
Aders.

88c PAIR

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

ROPER W SERVICE
306 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 307

MORE FLAVOR, mostly.
MORE TASTE in the bottom
half of your highball...CABIN
Srrua's 91 proof doesn't fold at
the melting of an ice cube.
MORE CHARACTER, put
there the hard, slow, sour
mash way. And less water.
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Unusual Social Interest Centered in Announcement Large Group Attends
of Engagement of Miss Frederica Gibson Of Fulton
MYF Meeting Here
To Mr. J. George White of Memphis; Helena. Ark.

Diary of Doin's

The Sub-District M. Y. F.
meeting
was
held
Monday
night, May 20, at the First
Methodist Church in Fulton
Neith 150 young people attending.
Miss Nancy Travathan of
Gleason, Tenn., vice president
of the Sub-District presided
during the business meeting.
The new officers for the corning year were installed by the
out going officers. Among the
new officers were: Judy
Browning of the First Methodist Church and Bobby Barcley
of Riceville Methodist Church.
After a fellowship and songs
in the church basement cold
drinks and homemade cookies
were served
by
the
host
church.

Visitor

D•n• Ken.n was
April,
ne, the
to the

00

Ten years isn't a very long time when you add it to
a life-time, but when you put that many years onto the
the life of a little girl or boy, you'll find that you don't
have a little girl or boy anymore.
Such is the feeling we witnessed Sunday night at the
Baudaulaureate Exercises for the graduation clam of the
Fulton High School. As we saw some of those young
people, walking down the aisle in cap and gown, we
couldn't believe that the years had passed so swiftly.
We saw George Ely Buniette,
that tall, handsome basketball
player bringing up the rear of
the line of graduates walking
to their seats in church. We
couldn't believe that was "little
George' who would come by
the Pure Milk Company, offices
on Fourth Street "years ago"
when he was just a little mite
of a fellow.
We saw Al Buchan, one of
the "quiz kids'of the radio "21
Questions" Panel and while we
knew he was a smart boy, etc.
we just couldn't believe he was
Bushart's
Buck
Maree and
"oldest" who romped on the
grounds of their home ...just
no time at all ago.
Then there was Dale BreeNorma
Owen, Nancy
den,
Adams, Bobby Dunn and all of
the "young 'uns" we wrote
about just ....well, how tons
ago has it been ...not long, it
seems, but when you add it up
its been ten years.

new shutters have made the
home a lovely sight to behold.
I know Elva and Ernest and
the girls are happy the Job is
now complete and they can enjoy
the
beautiful
transformation
without all the workmen underfoot We're mighty nappy
for Elva and Ernest as I know
they must be themselves,
Cordelia and Charlie Fields
ant Mrs. Charles Brann entertained with a wonderful party
at the Country Club last week
when they honored Fulton High
School graduate Norma Owen.
All of the gladuating class was
invited and you just know these
young people had a wonderful
time partying as well as eating the delicious barbecue dinner that was served them.
Congratulations are in order
for all those graduates who
walk that long way to the stage
at Carr Institute Thursday
night to get the coveted sheepskin.

Yes, time marches on. To
thaw tine yottng people, all
over the Fulton area who have
received their diplomas ( this
month, the time must seem
long enough, but to thaw of
us who try to deny the years
and the passing time, it seems
no time at all.

'S

If anybody knows the cashier
at Ken LaVe Hotel we wish
they would call Mrs. Jessie Lee
Fleming and tell her who it
is so she in turn can tell her
daughter Virginia Isbell.
Sunday Paul and the children drove up to Kenlake to
make arrangements for the
So as we deny and hide the press convention which will be
years in our own hearts. we there the first week in June.
can't hide the fact that our While Paul was talking to the
boys and girls are growing up, cashier she asked if he knew
they're graduating from High Virginia Isbell and where she
School and College and they're was. Paul told her that indeed
getting married. And while they he did and that as a matter of
reach all those milestones Sriact Virginia was home a few
life we wish them life's fullest days ago to be with Mrs. Flemblessings and a bright and ing when she was honored at
a reception commemorating her
wholesome future.
retirement from the Fulton
Have you walked or driven School system.
This cashier-person, said that
along Third Street lately and
viewed the stunning remodel- she often wondered abput Viring project that Elva and ginia because ttie cashier and
were school-day
Ernest Fall, Jr. have completed Virginia
two-story chums.
lovely
their
on
Sadly, we must report that
home' Well. if you haven't you
must; for *he new paint job. Paul did not remember the
the new facade. the striking lady's name.. so if maybe you

Miss Frederica Gibson

Childrens Day will be observed Sunday, May 26, at the
Methodist Church.
Approximately 165 children
and youth will' participate in
a service of worship through
song, Sunday night at the First
Methodist Church beginning at
700 o'clock.
In addition to songs and
anthems by each choir of the
choir school the kindergarden
department and the 3 year-old
department will take part in
the program.
The final rehearsal will be
held Friday afternoon at the
church beginning at 1:30. All
who are to be in this program
are urged to attend this rehearsal. The public is cordially invited to come to the Methodist
Church, Sunday night for a
worship
new experience in
through songs.

Mr. and Mrs. James Frederick Gibson of 307 Carr
Street, Fulton, Ky. announce the approaching marriage
of their daughter, Miss Frederica Gibson to J. George
Wayne White, son of Mr. and Mrs. George Clifton White
of 1496 Jackson Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Orando
Priestly Lashlee and the late Mr. Lashlee and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin William Gibson all of Camden, Ten- '57-'58 Basketball
nessee.
Miss Gibson graduated from Fulton High School, Ful- Schedule Announced
Here
ton, Ky. Is a senior at Memphis State College, where she 1. Nov. 28 Cayce
Here
will receive a BS degree in June. Miss Gibson is President 2. Dec. 3 Wingo
Paducah Tilghman
3.
Dec.
7
of Sigma Kappa Social Sorority, Vice-president of K. A. Here
Sweatheart Club and German Club, Social Chairman of 4. Dec. 10 Hickman
Here
Student Government, Member of Panhallenic, was elect- 5. Dec. 13 South Fulton There
Here
ed to 'WHO IS WHO' in American Universities and Col- 8. Jan. 3 Sedalia
7. Jan. 7 North Marshall There
leges, and to Hall of Fame.
Here
10 Cuba'
Mr. White ia the grandson of Mr. Wesley Roland Noble 8. Jan. 17
Clinton Central
9. Jan.
and the late Mrs. Noble of Helena, Ark, and the late There
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curtis White of Lexa, Arkansas.
10. Jan. 28 South Fulton Here
There
Mr. White, formerly of Helena, Arkansas, attended Li. Jan. 31 Cayce
Here
Prep school there and was a member of Delta Sigma- 12. Feb. 4 Mayfield
Theze
Prep Fraternity, graduated from High School at White- 13. Feb. 7 Cuba
Feb. 11 Clinton Central
haven in Memphis. He is a senior at Memphis State Col- 14.Here
lege where he will receive a BS degree in June, a mem- 15. Feb. 14 Hickman
There
There
her of Kappa Alpha Fraternity, is presently employed 16. Feb. 18 Wingo
This schedule is incomplete.
In Accounting Department of John Gerber Company and
plans to enter U. T. School of Law in Knoxville, Tennes- About three more games wiji
be scheduled.
see in the fall

know. Virginia may find her- on nress day and honing that
they're bringing in low scres
self A long lost friend.
all around the course
Mrs. had Bushart is a weloffers:
(Ed's Note. Maybe they'l e
come guest in Fulton visiting
with her many friends and re- not playing golf on Wednesday
latives in these parts. Mrs. Bus- ... its hard enough to play golf
•• A completely redecorated home of dignity and homehart is from Washington, D. C. without a big rain-storm to
like atmosphere
and we wish her a happy visit hinder the sport.)
here.
•• Three ambulances for your protection and service. A
We saw Peggy and Godfrey
new station-wagon ambulance has been in service for sevBinford of Jackson, Tenn. at
or
service,
call
ambulance
need
When
yon
eral morths.
As this is written Fulton's the baccalaureate services SunASK YOUR doetor to CALL SS.
golfting team is battling some day night. Peggy and Godfrey
stiff competition in the region- came to town to share the
•• Funeral services in all price ranges to fit all financial
al golf tournament being held pleasure of Nancy Adams' gracircumstances. We guarantee that you will not find more
We invite you to compare
reasonable services anywhere
(Wednesday) in Madisonville duation from High School.
our price with any funeral home .. that is the way to get
at the Country Club there. Al
prices!
the truth about
White, Philip
Bushell, Bud
•
We want to address this
Campbell and special message to our good
Andrews. Don
•• Ful credit on Tennessee burial policies for your conDonnie McKnight left Tuesday friends
venience. when you want sus to serve you.
Margaret and
Ikey
with Charlie Thomas to go to Reed in Tuckahoe, N. Y. We
•• Courteous, dependable and outstanding service. We are
Madisonville to bat that little promised Margaret and lIcey
confident that you will not find better service ane'wherc
white ball around for 36 holes that we would send them
of golf.
copies of the News telling all
Give us the opportunity to demonstrate and prove that the
Winners of the Madisonville about our exciting trip in New
best costs no more!
tournament will have an op- York and this is the first time
portunity to play in the State we've had to get the papers
• Felten. Ky.
•lell Idglogs St.
• Telephose 1111
tournament in Fort Knox.
to them. We are bundling up a
We'll be thinking of the boys batch of papers and sendieg
them on and what is more we
are going to start sending them
the paper every week so that
they can keep a close &leek or
the home-folks. and their family through the News.
Margaret and 'key were so
kind and generous to us while
we were in that big far-way
city and it did all our hearts
good to have them with us
after the Godfrey show. With
Tommy
Nall and Margaret's
mother we celebrated our teleLADIES
vision appearance and as you
well know there's nothing like
being with home-folks in a big
city. So if Margaret and Ikey
will accept this as a thank-you
AND
for the moment. TT be so
ernteful ... because
believe it
Pretty and Sheer, in light shades;
or not I am ening to anwser
SHIRTS
UNDER
all ivy mail a ad send thankjust the thing for summer wear.
you notes to every person I
owe them to. Don't know when
Full Cut and Sanforized
I'll do it.. but I'm "aiming" to.

Lake Street

SPECIAL
ON

HOG FEEDERS

Fulton,

ONE LOT

LADIES COTTON SLIPS -½ PRICE
15 DENIER,51 GAUGE
1ST

QUALITY NYLONS-2 PR $1.00

REGULAR 39c

HENS TWO CAPS-25'
ONE LOT REG. 49c 20x40

BATH TOWELS 39' 3 for $100

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE

4
24
6

Registered Bacon Type Duroc Gilts**
Baskets of Groceries
Country Hams

Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And
Register. Something Free Every Week

Soybeans, Seed Corn, Fertilizer, Insecticides. We
carry most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We

BARKLEY ROOM OPENS

Kr.

SPECIALS

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW LS THE TIME TO BUY.

59c pair

Phone 192

WEEK-END

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:

NYLON HOSE

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.

I
"

SHETLAND PONY

DURING MAY

The University of Kentucky's
Barkley Room, containing political and personal moraentos of
the late Senator and former
Vice President Alben W. Barkley, will be dedicated at 2 p. m.
Monday, May 27, during ceremonies in the foyer of the
Margaret I. King Library. The
room will be open to the public
following the program

Save scrap for Scouts

"GRAND PRIZE:

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

2 pairs for VI 00

from Catholic High School,
Memphis in the class of 1951.
He received his Bachelor of
Arts Degree from Siena College, Memphis. He is employed by Mallory Air Force Depot.
The wedding will take place
June 2 at Berclair Baptist
Church in Memphis.

31st Anniversary Sale

ASK ABOUT OUR

44c each

Reverend and Mn, Randol
Mosby Johnson
Of
Mayfield,
Kentucky, formerly of Fulton,
Kentucky, announce the engagement of their
daughter,
Miss Shirley Anne Johnson of
Memphis, Tennessee to Mr.
Herman Eugene Diffee son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Diffee, Sr., of Memphis, Tennessee.
Miss .Johnson was graduated
from Fulton High School in
the class of 1954. She is a
member of Beta Sigma
Phi
business girls sorority and is
employed by International Business Machines Corporation.
Mr. Diffee was graduated

FREE
PRIZES
• DURING OUR

Sparkling Specials

MEN'S SHORTS

Miss Shirley Anne Johnson to Wed Herman Diffee;
Bride-Elect Graduated From Fulton High School

Children Will Sing At
Methodist Church

THE WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

•••,

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 23, 1957

reserve the right to limit quantities.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
PHONES:602-803

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

Layton to WPM for latest newtt

PROPHET
serve, he would have a maxiThe Fulton News, Thursday, May 23 ,1957 mum of 31 acres of corn "permitted for harvest."
"If measurement of the fields
revealed 10 acres actually held
Reserve and
in the Acreage
31.5 acres planted to corn, the
'acreage permitted for harvest'
would be 0.5 acre in excess,
and that much corn would
Farmers were reminded to- way:
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR CORN
ACREAGE MEASUREMENTS, ASC ASKS

J. L. (June) SUTER

A Qualified Businessman For

Clerk, Court Of Appeals
Democratic Primary — Tuesday. May 28

CITY DRUG CO.

Phone 74

108 Lake Street

CITY OF FULTON, KENTUCKY

Church Of Christ
Announces Services
Mr. W. Claude Hall, a minister of the Gospel, and for
years a teacher of the Bible
College,
at Freed - Hardeman
Henderson, Tennessee will
bring the lessons next Sunday
FERTILIZER PLACEMENT — Corn crops can be inmorning at 9:00 a. m., 10:50 a.
fluenced by placement of fertilizer. Pictures above tell
m. and 6:30 p. m. at the Centhe story. No 1 shows placement with "split boot" type;
Fulin
tral church of Christ
fertilizer is above corn and to the side but as roots grow
ton.
growth.
The evening service will be down, got up, is hardly effective in pushing early
the
with
of
zer
fertili
instead
put
m.
s
p.
have
speed
at 6:30
Picture 2, fast planting
usual 7 o'clock hour because of the seed and the seed won't germinate: yields may be
the Fulton High School Baccut a third. Picture 3, fertilizer directly below seed. put
calaureate.
the
there by new type applicator; first corn root grows
Mr. Oliver Cunningham,
system is in fertiregular minister for the Cen- through fertilizer but when whole root
conps reduced. Picis
perha
Christ
yield
d
and
of
slowe
is
h
lizer, growt
tral church
ducting a Gospel Meeting for ture 4, best placement when fertilizer is put in row at
the Riverside church of Christ planting time — about 2 inches to side and 2 inches bein Dayton, Ohio. He will speak
low seed. Here fertilizer is in part of the corn roots, corn
at the Fulton church of Christ
gets nutrients it needs, etc. Research work done by
on May 26th at all services.
B.
John
Middle West Soil Improvement Committee.
June 2 — .9, Mr.
Hardeman, minister for the
club, Professor Carman was inchurch of Christ in Obion, Carman Honored As
strumental in dividing KentucTennessee will begin a Gospel
ky into six "dairy parishes,"
Meeting at the Central church Outstanding Dairyman
serin which each parish carries
of Christ in Fulton, with
Jersey im
vices at 3:00 p. m. and 7:30
Prof. A. Camas. head of the , lit a nrogram of
Cunp. m. daily. Mr. Oliver
Murray State College agricul- provement.
ningham will direct the sing- ture department has been naming, and everyone in this area ed "Outstanding Dairyman of
CUSIT.WS EARLY STAND
is urged to attend.
Kentucky" by the Dairy
Science club at their annual
From 1871 to 1573, Gen
FOUNDED 1845
banquet at the University of George Custer lived in Eli,
Kentucky.
abethtown while writing his
Kentucky Military Institute,
4.ife on the Plains."
At the banquet Professor book, "My
Lydon, was founded in 1845 by
Robert T. P. Allen, a graduate Carman's photrIrraph was preof West Point and a veteran sented to the dean of.the University of Kentucky College of
of the Seminole War.
Agriculture to be hung in the
hall of fame among pictures of
previous honorees of the club.
Alltypes of INEUTILINDO
Professor Carman was selectSAVE ! GET our
ed because of his contributions
to the development and imPACKAGE DEAL
provement of dairying in Kenthe
on
work
his
tucky through
"Covering everything"
Murray State college farm herd
and through his work as sec309 East walnut St.
retary of the Kentucky Jersey
Phone 488
Ky.
Fulton.
Cattle club.As secretary of the Cattle

DEWEY JOHNSON

A Rare Kentucky Straight Bourboo

Complete Line
r.
e
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AMep
Per all makes of heartv
DepartVisit our Rearing
ment at your first opportunity.

SAMPLE BALLOT
Official Primary Ballot

OLD
BARTON

•

Hearing Aid Batteries

About 1830 Henry Clay, riding from his home near Lexington to speak to the mountain people, halted at Cumberland -dip. When asked why he
lingered, he said, "I am listening to the tread of the coming millions."
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Councilmen—City of Fulton
(Vote for Six)
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Robert S. McCain
James R. Green
M. * Blankenship
Charles B. Jones, Jr
J. G. Varden
Smith
John

Atkins
G

Ears

°ruin L Winstead
Charles A

Rice

J 0 Lewis
.1
M

Vfa rd

Johanna

B. (Jack) Graves

I. Kathryn R.Lannom, Clerk of the Fulton
County Court, certify that the above is a copy of
the ballot to be voted on in the Primary Election
to be held in The City of Fulton on Tuesday. May
28. 1957.
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They,* eager-beaver beauties.
these Chevrolet wagons!

••

90
PROOF '

"
$4
FIFTH

Talk about hard-working wagons! Chevmkt oilers you the handsomest line-up
of all. Whether you hanker for a wagon
for do-it-yourself projects, to tote outdoor gear, or as an all-round family
car—here are eager beavers to see.
There are two-door and four-door
models, with six- or nine-passenger
capacities. They convert in a flash
to take up to half a too of cargo.
The tailgate opens first, so there are

"
$2
PINT
$150
1/2 PINT
SARTON OF BARDSTOWN
Ilbiskey perfectionists MIK* 1879

Iota of loads you can slip in without
having to open the topgate.
Being Chevrolets, they have the performance,too; up to 245* V8 horsepower
that's frisky, smooth and quiet. The
one you choose will be a joy to handle
with its steady way of going, its easier
steering and alert response. See your
wagon at your Chevrolet dealer's soon!
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See Your Local Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer
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From The Kennel—FHS

Anderson To Speak At

Graduation Exercises
The commencement exercises
of the Fulton High graduation
will he held on May twentyfourth at 8 o'clock. The speaker
for the event will be Mr. M.
attorney-at-law,
C. Anderson,
from Wickliffe, Kentucky.
Mr. Anderson was educated
in the public shools of McCracken County, Kentucky and
from
Hallwas graduated
Moody Institute, Martin, Tennessee. Since before reaching
the age of twenty-one, he has
been making addresses to high
school graduates. Mr. Anderson was listed in "Who is

1957-58 CHEERLEADERS: (1 to r): Patsy Grooms,
Mary Ann Bennett, Chan Covington, Anne Fall, Ruth
Who in the South and South- Butts, Sylvia Frazier.
west" in the year 1950.
The 1957 graduating class of
Fulton High is as follows:
Nancy Adams, Jean Bynum,
Patty Davis, Rebecca Edwards,
Patsy Fleming, Jane Fortner,
Joyce Harrison. Mary Herring,
Elwanda Lawson, Norma Owen,
Sons,
Wanda
Judith
Page,
Nancy Wood, Bobby Barclay,
Charles Bowers, Dale Breeden,
George Burnette, Alfred Bushart,
Bobby
Bowden, Don
Campbell, Jerry Copeland, Joe
Dallas, Bobby Dunn, Don
Hogan, David Holland, Harry
Lacewell, Tommy Latta. Bobby
Hogan, Ronald McAlister, Jimmy
Oliver, Truman Satterfield, Leroy Sawyer, and Don
Swearingen.

terials clean when not in use.
Cellophane and pliofilm have a
brittle
to
become
tendency
when stored in a dry place. To
restore for use, put in a moist
place for 48 hours before using.
Save Money — Shop
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PREHISTORIC IMAGE

An Indian effigy carved out
of yellow pine was found on a
cliff near Pineville in 1889.
Ms, believed to be the only
wooden
thoroughly preserved
in
found
image
prehistoric
Kentucky, is now in the MusIndian,
Fulton eum of the American
New York City.

Fulton

copy of

Uection

iy, May

•

There are all kinds for freezer containers. Wax folding cartons, Glass freezer jars or
heavy aluminum foil containers. Then we also have just
the aluminum containers. There
dishes
are small aluminum
with tight fitting covers that
can be used for heating foods
directly from freezer.
Keep all your wrapping ma -

Wrapping materials should be
pliable enough to make a tight
be strong
wrap and
snug
enough to resist tearing or
puncturing in wrapping and
handling. There are many good
packaging material on the market However, no one type is
suitable for all purposes Your
choice will depend on availability and preference.
Some of the wrapping materials on the market are, Aluminum foil, which is very satisfactory for use with irregularly shaped foods. Look on the
box to see if it reads "for
heavy duty". Ordinary household, foil is too fragile for
waxed
Heavy
use.
fret 4er
wrapping paper is fine for
meats.
Cellophane is for same purposes as aluminum foil. Be sure
Packages
it is for freezing.
should be over-wrapped with

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE

Purina Chows — Fertilizers
Custom Grinding-Seed Cleaning

and ifyou're Counting Calories
here are the realfacts...from
an independent source...
Bulletin No. 21

TEA MARKETING FACTS

•
Chairs

JUNE 1954

TEA'S CALORIE STORY
At the request of the Tea Council, the Miner Laboratories, Chicago, Illinois, scientifically examined 31 different varieties of hot and chid beverages and computed the caloric
content of each. As the following table shows, tea without additives has significantly
less calories than any of the other popular drinks.

Approximate Calories PIK
6 Fluid Ounce Serving

Beverage

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST
PHONE 35

Again, let me say that I am qualified to do the
work and familiar with the assessements. I promise
that if elected I WILL TRY TO BE IN THE OFFICE
At all times to work with you on any of your assessement problems which need to fir() before your
equalization board. (THE EQUALIZATION BOARD
HAVING SOLE AUTHORITY TO RAISE OR LOWER TAX ASSESSMENTS.)
Thanking you for your vote and support in this
my first time to ask for a public office.

BESSIE CLOAR ROSE
Candidate' for the office of

TAX COMMISSIONER
•

SEMI-GRAN

Phone 620 — 1541

stockinette for protection. Now
here is a use for your old nylons. Take your old nylons and
use them for your stockinette
protection

First, I would like to
say it has been a pleasure
to visit with you during
my campaign for the office of Tax Commissioner. I have tried to visit
each home in Fulton Co.,
but should I have failed
to see you, may I take
this means of asking for
your vote on Tues., May
28th.

/ROA

REED BROS.
FEED & SEED CO.

asterzw

Howse Demonstrator Kenteeky

Grape juice — Canned & Bottled
Milk
Grape Juice — Frozen
Orange Flavor Drink
0,-sage Juice — Fresh
Berry flnaiseerintr—
„Orange ItifestivesArarken
Super Cools
(..
Root Beer
Lemonade — Frozto
Pepsi-Cola
Royal Crown Cola
Coca-Cola
Beit"&wma•44.,
""an
.
SUgar Fret Ro17::"*"
Sugar Free Orange Drink
Coffee
Tea
Coffee and Tea served with the following flavorings:

121
107
101
95
94
94

78
19
17
11

6 ounces Hot or Iced Coffee 11 calories
4 16 caldries for each teaspoon of sugar
• 30 calories for cach 1/2 ounce of cream
6 ounces HOT COFFEE.

1 teaspoon of sugar and
1/2 ounce of cream

6

minces ICED COFFEE, 1 1/2 teaspoons of sugat
tind I ounce of cream

6 ounces Hot

S7 calories

94 calories

or Iced Tea 4 calorie*

• 16 calories breach teaspoon of sugar
9 calories for each 1/2 ounce of milk
6 2 calories for each 1/8 segment of lemon

•

6 ounces ICED TEA.

teaspoon of sugar and
.1/2 ounce of milk
1 1/2 teaspoons of sugar and
1/8 segment of lemon

...it's the taste
that makes Coca-Cola
outsell all other
national brands
of soft drinks
... combined!

Take Home a Carton
Today—Serve Your family
and Friends the Best

13
)

79 calories
30 calorie*

Ken
peroto
more
Kenthey
very
sen-

Make your choir MY-

SPRINKLE, DON'T IMMERSE
Although sprinkler irrigation
produces the same result as
surface irrigation, it requires
one seventh less water, according to University of Nebraska
agricultural engineers.

George Burnette and
W•nston both received 98
centile, the highest in
school. Only 2 percent
students in the state of
tucky rated higher than
did. The school should be
rroud of the Fulton High
iors!

IV.NkviVir ritr4001..P.

by Marie Holland

Here it is Freezer time again.
know all of you who have
a freezer are looking forward
to all the good things you will
be putting into your freezer.
The ones of you that do not
have a freezer, I know will not
let another summer pass without one. But don't forget the
be
should
attention
proper
given to the selection of packaging materials, because improperly wrapped food results in
an inferior product from your
freezer Foods will dry out,
loose flavor, color, and nutritive value. All -wrapping materalt and containers should be
moisture-vaporproof This means
.a material that excludes ale
from the food and will ROM
all moisture in. -

May 24: Charles Sawyer,
Helen Anne Strange, Larry
Cavender, H. L. Williams, Merman Owens, Linda Jo Holland,
John Schwerdt, May 25: Mar
tha Merrell, Betty McDade,
Virginia
Forrest, J.
Ronny
Winston; May 28: Betty Jean
Goldson, Morgan Fields, Virginia Cathy; May 27. Tommy
Carney, Ruth Kelley, Mrs. E.
Orr;
J.
McCollum, Patricia
May 28: Art Sparks, Morris
Taylor, Finis Vancil; May 29:
Mrs. I. H. Read, Joe Bennett,
Jr., Mrs. I. R. Nolen, Mrs. Mollie Sills; May 30: N. G Cooke,
Ellen Rowland, Mrs. J. C.
Scruggs, Mrs. W. B. Lancaster,
Cynthia Oliver, Larry Foster,
Harold Arnold.

RESULTS OF PLACEMENT
TESTIS ANNOUNCED
On Monday, April 15, it was
announced to the seniors of
Fulton High how they were
rated in the placement tests
that the University of Kentucky gave.

'The Fulton News, Thursday, May 28 ,1967

EVERY KENTUCKIAN SHOULD KNOW
THE STORY Of MAMMOTH CAVE ORIGIN
Most people know Manunoth
Cave only as one of Kentucky's chief tourist attractions,
but its geological story is of
unique interest.
It has required millions of
years to create the maze of
corridors that make up the extensive cave system. More than
150 miles of charted avenues
hold the secret of the geological ages.
Some 240,000,000 years ago,
Kentucky was submerged by a
shallow Mississippian Sea. In
the ensuing millions of years,
the waters slowly receded from
the continent as an uplifting
of the land pushed southward
to the Gulf of Mexico. As this
movement progressed, the forces of erosion increased the attack upon the newly exposed
land. Rainwater soaking into

large
dissolved
ground
the
masses of limestone, creating
sinkholes on the surfaces and
carving out a network of channels underground.
As the subterranean drainage
increased, the channels grew
larger. The level of the cavern
streams wts controlled by the
level of the surface waters, of
which the major stream is
Green River. As the level of
Green River became lower, the
water dissolved
underground
more limestone
forming new
in
crevices
seeking
lower
leve7s. Then the cave stream
again flowed along a horizontal
course carving out new chambers. This process was repeated five successive times until
now Echo
River follows its
course on the fifth and lowest
level of the cave, about 380

feet underground.
The process of carving out
barren rooans and corridors is
the first stage of cave formation. The second stage occurs
when the water wan calcium
slowly
carbonate in solution
seeps from the ceiling of the
cave. Stalactites form on the
ceiling and grow downward as
When
the water evaporates
the water flows faster than it
can evaporate the water drops
to the floor forming stalagmites, which build upward. It
is estimated the process requires about 100 years to form
a cubic inch of the cave onyx.
multi-colored formations
The
are caused by varied minerals
in the limestone.
OPEN JUNE 10
,
The University of Kentucky's
Summer Session schedule is as
follows: physical and classification tests for all new students Monday, June 10; registration Tuesday, June 11, and
begins Wednesday,
classwork
June 12.

Everything In

EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC
•
•
I
MOTOR REPAIRS
•
MOTOR SERVICE
•

MOTORS
REBUILT
•

We Buy-Sell-Exchange
ALL TYPES OF MOTORS
...We Have The Largest Selection In This Area...
Free Pickup & Delivery

Estimates and Price on Request

PIERCER!. ELECTRIC

zed units. This will not, hew- Save Money — Shop In Fulton
ever, run the small farmer out
of business if he watches his
free the Kraft Etches!
production costs and trys to
when
products
his
market
prices are at their peak.

NO CUT-BACK IN
SOIL BANK SAYS
BENSON TO FARMERS
Expenses Reduced,
But Participation
Lower Than Expected
The budget amendment recently submitted to congress in
one sense reflects a "Cut-back"
In the Soil Rank Program, Sec
retary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
Benson has stated..
"The
budget
amendment,"
the Secretary declared, "Re',resents a revised projection of
costs in the fiscal years 1957
and 1958 based on substantially
completed signup experience on
the 1957 Acreage Reserve program and -what we believe to
be a more accurate projection
of participation in the Conser•
vation Reserve program. Also
in connection with the cost of
the 1957 Acreage Reserve program in the fiscal year 1957,
there is a change in the estimated timing of payments to
be made."
The amendment reduces estimated expenditures for the Soil
Bank from $1,254 million in the
fiscal year 1958 to $1,000 million, and the estimate for the
fiscal year 1957 from $1,229
million to $452 million. The
major change in the estimates
is in the estimated coat of the
Conservation Reserve program,
since acutal
participation has
been lower than originally ex•"Farmers are taking time to
give careful consideration to
a
participation
in
program
which will tate their land out
of production for 3, 5, or 10
years, as is the case under the
Conservation Reserve. It. will
take time for participation to
develop to the point where annual payments amount to as
much as $450 million per calendar year, the limit contained in the Soll Bank."
Secretary Benson also pointed out that the bulk of program payments will be made
later in the year than was at
first expected, since no payments will be made to a producer until it is apparent that
he is in substantial compliance
on all crops and all phases of
the program.
Thus, of the total $830 million to be paid farmers under
the 1957 Acreage Reserve, about 100 million will be paid
in the fiscal year 1937 — before July 1, 1957; the remainder will be made in the fiscal
year 1958 — probably mostly
in the period July-September
1957
Estimates if operating
expenses have also been revised downward.

Be Os Guard

AM PRYOR
0800eAsed Remit, ass% cassed
Fast Work
rolling
Tractors have been
fum
last
the
night
day and
days. Farmers iire taking advantage of favorable conditions
to get ready for planting. Sooe
are working in relays in ordt,r
fast. While
to finish the
we are busy in this fast work
racing with the season, lets
take time to be careful. Don't
take chances that may cost you
a full years werk. When
say that you do not have time
to work the careful way, just
think, do you 'Cave time to lay
around in the shade with a
broken bone or two. Yes, we
are making fast work of this
farming operation these days
so by the same token work
faster to a safety schedule for
your self and family.
55,6041 Farm Fasellige
Go la 1166
According to an Agricultural
Department survey, there were
approximately
53,000
tenants
and sharecroppers that moved
from southern farms last year.
This removal is due to the
southern cotton allotments being cut. In other areas the decrease is due to a year or two
of making no profit. Small farmers are finding it more difficult every year to compete
with the larger more mechani-

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

RE-ELECT

Kathryn Kelly Lannom
County Court Clerk
_Geunty Court Clerk, Kathryn Kelly Larinom, and let
—forget the many accomdations she ha8 performed

us

not

lkyond

the

Price support for the 1958
crop of wheat will be at a national average of at least $1.78
per bushel in the commercial
wheat States, provided farmers
approve marketing quotas for
the crop, Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson has recently announced. This support
reflects 75 per cent of the estimated transitional parity price.
With quotas in effect, this
minimum average support will
not be reduced, but it may be
increased if a combination of
the actual wheat parity price
as of July I, 1958, and the
wheat supply relationships as
of the same date indicate a
higher support price.

Alumni Day is planned for
Saturday, May 23; Baccalaureate Sunday afternoon, May 26,
and Commencement at 10 a. m.
Monday. Sen. Hill will be the
Commencement speaker.
Save scrap for Scouts

call of duty, and the good service she has rendered the people
of Fulton County. Let us show our appreciation to her, and
at the same time be benefiting ourselves by having a qualified
experienced and deserving person in office. —

VOTE FOR
\

County Court Clerk

Whip

Signed and paid for by friends of Kathryn K. Lannom

SALAD MUSSING
L.
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Oh468
sitS45

41111M

SPOON

IT

into hot foods

HIAT,IT for cheese sauce
SPREAD IT for snacks
A Perturbed hems MONS aped

ANNOUNCING
ADDITIONAL NEW EQUIPMENT
Again we take pleasure iannouncing to the people et
Fulton. South Fulton, and surrounding communities, that we
have secured and put into service a new AMBI.XWAGON.
condiThis modern AMBULANCE has factory built-in air patia
transporting
of
means
cool
a
provides
which
tioning.
ent for amy trip, regardless of the outside temperature.hosIt also, has a two-level cot which will elevate up to
patient
pital bed level; thus enableing us to handle the
with more ease and comfort.
our
We do not believe you will find in a community of so
size, a Funeral Home so well equipped, or personnelfind
highly tridned and skilled in their work, as you will
at the.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME,INC.
Phone

302 Carr Street
Fulton, Kentucky

And A Promise

CANDIDATE FOR CIRCUIT COURT

Is $1.78 Bushel

Kathryn Kelly Lannom

fordiem

JOHN B. STAYTON

U. L szanses

When we go to the polls Tuesday let us remember our

Save scrap for Scouts

Z
.
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'58 Wheat Support
Night 1626-M

Works

A close inspection of pasture
and small grain will determine
whether or not you have a
Army
with
infested
field
Worms. Rains and cool nights
are ideal for the Army Worm
to do his damage. Fields should
be watched every day or two
if you suspect worms. Be prepared to dust or spray when
destruction has begun. Do not
put it off because it may be
too late. They work fast and
can go through a large field in
hours.
your
call
treatments
For
County Agent, Farm Advisor,
Vocational .:Agriculture InstrucWorker.
Agriculture
tor or
Army worms are no trouble if
you will only act at the right
time.

A Sincere Message

512 West Broadway
Day Phone 2173

For

CLERK

I am not a rich or an important man when I stop to count
the things I own. But when I stop to count my blessings and
the friendships in life I hold so dear, then I am a wealthy
,
man.
It is from the encouragement that I received from my good
friends that I offered myself as a candidate for circuit court
clerk. But it is not only for my friends that I pledge an honest
and above-board administration if you find it in your hearts
to elect me your circuit court clerk.
I am well aware of the responsibilities and the detailed
duties that go with the office of circuit court clerk. Had I
not been well acquainted with the office, and felt that-I could
do the work of that office efficiently, I would not have imposed my candidacy upon my friends and upon you, the voters
the\County, who deserve a public official who disof Fultoi
uties of the office with friendliness and efficency.
charges
During my days of campaigning I have found that many
voters are not always aware of the duties of a circuit court
clerk. There are many and I hope you will take time to read
some of them outlined here. Among them are:
Issues all proper process papers; has charge of all indictments, civil and criminal; issues all warrants; subpoenas
witnesses; has charge of all books in the county library; and
most or all reports all fines in CIRCUIT, COUNTY AND
MAGISTRATE COURT AND ALSO ISSUES DRIVERS'
LICENSES.
This also means that all fines collected by the constable are
reported to the State by the Circuit Court Clerk.
A large amount of the salary paid to a circuit court clerk
is obtained through fees and commissions.
ONE THING I WILL PROMISE IF ELECTED. If you do
me the honor of electing me your circuit court clerk I will
do everything in my power to set up a system of books whereby every qualified voter can see for himself or herself the
number of traffic and other violations brought into the courts
of my jurisdiction. I will see to it that the amount of fines
collected, the manner in which it is collected and the violation
for which It is collected is reported to the State so that you
may know the amount of fines paid and the violation.
I will do my utmost to investigate, if I am elected, each
rumor of traffic violations and see that the fines, if collected,
are properly reported to the State authorities.
I will report each- arrest and fine colleceted not only to the
State, but to the newspapers, so that if there are any arrests
made and not reported you will be the first to know.
I am making this race for Circuit Court Clerk entirely on
my own. I am not the Candidate of any powerful political
group; I am not a member of any "slate"; I have no political
connections either inside or outside of the Circuit Court or
any court.
I am merely your friend, who wants to, if it is your wish,
be elected your circuit court clerk to give you an honest and
above board administration.
Sincerely

JOHN B. STAYTON
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